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Lewis' telethon
reaches record
amount for MD
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API Highlighted by calls from both
President Reagan and
Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale. the
Jerry Lewis Telethon drew a
record $32,074,566 in pledges for
the Muscular Dystrophy
Association
The pledges, from millions of
viewers across the United States
and Canada, represented the
highest amount ever pledged to
a televised charitable event,
association officials said after
the telethon ended Monday.
The total, which will be finalized later in the week, topped the
previous record of $31,498,772
pledged in 1981. when 210 television stations carried the
telethon. This year's show, the
association's 19th national
telethon, was carried by 194 stations in the United States and
cable television in Canada.
In addition, some two dozen
corporations and organizations
presented Lewis, the host, with
more than $20 million in checks.
While some of the biggest
names in show business appeared in the 214-hour weekend
telethon, they were upstaged by
Bob Sampson, a vice president
of United Airlines who is a
muscular dystrophy victim.
Sampson, bound to a
wheelchair for the past 50 years,
told of being the only child in the
Chicago school system during
the height of the Depression to
contract the crippling disease
and live.
Sampson likened the struggle
of muscular dystrophy victims
to that of an Olympic athlete.
"We're in a marathon called
survival until they find a cure,"
he said.

Seven states included

Teachers' strikes
delaying schools
affects thousands
By The Amaclased Prer.

COMPANIES APPRECIATED - Several existing industries in Murray and Calloway County are
presented certificates of appreciation by Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The 15 companies were recognized by Dr. Rex Gralloway, Sid Easley and Steve Zea during a reception this morning
at the Commerce Centre. Those accepting the certificates and the companies they represent are: (from
left) Frank Urbancic, Fisher•Price Toys; Ed Shinners, Vanderbilt ChIBIlliCai; Billy Smith, Hutson
Chemical Co.; Steve Zea, chamber of commerce director; Mrs. Jim Sims, Southeast Book Co.; Bill
Gerrnann, Kenlake Foods; Ann Kelly Bolin, Ellis Popcorn; Jim Sims, Southeast Book Co.; Mrs. Shirley
Lamb, Winchester Printing; Charles Olree, Winchester Printing; Jack Dodd, Fitts Block; Walt Apperson, Murray Ledger & Times; Leonard Vaughn, Murray Fabrics; Sid Easley, chamber of commerce
director; and Rex Galloway, chairman of the chamber's existing industry committee. Also recognized
were Ryan Milk Co., Sager Glove Co., York Spring Co., Marina Manufacturing, Murray Silica Sand.

Bomb explodes at railway station
MONTREAL (API - A bomb
exploded in a locker in Montreal's main railroad station,
killing three people and injuring
at least 41, officials said. Police
arrested an American in connection with notes threatening Pope
John Paul II that had been mailed to the station and news
media.
The explosion Monday sent
metal and glass fragments tearing into a line of about 150 people
waiting to board a train for Ottawa at the end of Canada's
Labor Day weekend. Thousands
of people were heading home,

and the Central Station was
crowded. It was closed after the
blast and passengers were shuttled to suburban stations.
Detective Sgt. Jacques Grondines said police arrested
Thomas Brigham, 65, believed
to be from Rochester, N.Y., in
connection with anonymous
notes threatening John Paul.
The notes were mailed to the
train station and vari6us news
media in Ottawa and Montreal
during the past week.
Detective Sgt. Andre Menard
said Brigham would be charged

in connection with the notes, but
did not specify what the charge
would be. Grondines said
Brigham also would be questioned about the bombing.
Brigham was being followed
by the U.S. Secret Service until
about a year ago "because he
was following President
Reagan," Menard said.
The bombing came a week
before the Pope is scheduled to
visit Montreal by rail on a Canadian tour. The pope will arrive
at Windsor Station, two blocks
from Central Station.

Astronauts dislodge ice; correct problem
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Discovery's astronauts
dislodged a large portion of a
pesky chunk of ice from the side
of the orbiting ship today with a
nudge from their 50-foot robot
arm. Mission control said the
small section remaining was not
a hazard.
"We got most it," astronaut
Judy Resnik reported after commander Henry Hartsfield had
gingerly guided the arm out of
the cargo bay and over the port
side to get at the ice.
A picture televised live to mission control in Houston showed

254 Per Copy

that after the initial tap, a large
piece of the chunk had been
knocked off, leaving only about
a five-inch icicle remaining. Officials estimated more than
three-fourths of the lump had
been removed.
Flight controllers were
satisfied this small a piece
would cause no problem, particularly because it appeared to
be "porous and very spongy,
and not hard."
"The remaining piece is not
considered a hazard to the orbiter." said mission control

commentator John Lawrence.
"It was a super job," controllers told the crew. "See you
at Edwards."
The crew is to return to Earth
Wednesday, with landing set for
6:41 a.m. at Edwards Air Force
Base, Calif.
The ice never posed a threat to
the astronauts. The concern was
that it could fall off during reentry to Earth and damage
Discovery's tail, requiring costly and time-consuming repairs
that would delay the shuttle's
next flight.

The television picture, captured by a camera mounted on
the arm, dramatically showed
the arm gingerly approaching
the ice chunk, which had been
reduced to about half the size it
was on Monday by a combination of the sun and heaters.
Hartsfield had to be very
careful with the movements so
that the arm would not accidentally hit and damage protective
thermal tiles on the side and on
the port wings. He had only
about a 10-inch clearance with
the wing.

San Francisco's 3,800 teachers
threatened to walk off the job
but Chicago's 24,700 instructors
agreed to open classes under an
expired contract as strikes by
4,600 teachers in seven states today disrupted school for 99,200
pupils.
Illinois was hardest hit by the
walkouts, with more than 3,200
teachers on strike in eight
districts. Strikes continued in
Michigan, Louisiana, Indiana,
Pennsylvania, Washington and
Rhode Island.
School opens Wednesday for
62,600 children in San Francisco,
but the Classroom Teachers
Association said it could call a
strike today without "significant" movement toward a new
contract, said Judy
Dellamonica, union president.
"Our bargaining team is extremely frustrated," Ms.
Dellamonica said. District
negotiators "simply have not offered us any money."
The teachers' demands are
"reasonable," but the city can't
afford to grant them, said
district negotiator Al Cheng.
"We have enough money for
about a 1 percent raise for all
certified employees," said
district spokesman Felix Duag.
Teachers with at least 21 years'
experience and 60 post-graduate
credits earn $31,800.
One Illinois strike was settled
Monday night and another
began today as walkouts affected nearly 74,000 students
statewide. Most of the strikes
began early last week.
School will begin on time
Wednesday for more than
400,000 pupils in Chicago, where
the Teachers' Union House of
Delegates, which had threatened a walkout, voted Monday to
work until Nov. 1 under a recently expired contract while mediation continues. The 24,700
teachers begin work today.
Strikes by 435 teachers in six
Michigan districts idled 10,146
pupils. And the Michigan Education Association said strikes
were "probable" in nine other
districts. Association President
Larry Chunovich said 117
districts remained without

Reagan goes home to launch re-election bid

Ronald Reagan - goeg home

FOUNTAIN VALLEY. Calif.
(AP) - President Reagan,
returning to the bedrock of his
conservative, home-state support, formally launched his last
campaign for re-election today
with the declaration: "You ain't
seen nothing yet."
Reagan said he would use his
campaign "to build a fire of
hope that links all of America
together."
With a new national poll show,
trig him as much as 27 points
ahead of his Democratic opposition, Reagan said he is setting
out "to achieve a victory for the

future over the past, for opportunity over retreat, for hope
over despair and to move up to
all that is possible and not down
to that which is fear."
In remarks prepared for a
kickoff rally at Mile Square
Park in conservative Orange
County, south of Los Angeles,
Reagan sounded the optimistic
themes that have characterized
his first term and which he
hopes will carry him through to
re-election on Nov 6.
Presenting "four great goals
to build our tomorrow," Reagan
pledged continued economic

growth without inflation, a nation "today and forever
prepared for peace," adherence
to "rich traditional values" and
a government that seeks new
frontiers and does not "cringe
from them."
"Our job's not done, and that's
why we're here," Reagan said
"But we've made a pretty good
start. And now we can see a
future where inflation doesn't
consume us and where people
can find new and challenging
jobs and where they can finally
have some hope that this
economy is back on track and

America is back on top."
Emphasizing the positive in a
way that some of his own aides
believed he failed to do in his acceptance speech 11 days ago,
Reagan never mentioned Walter
F. Mondale by name and hardly
referred to his opposition at all.
The Labor Day rally that
Reagan used to launch his campaign followed publication today
of a Los Angeles Times national
poll taken Aug 25-30, just after
the Republican National Convention. which the newspaper

contracts.
A Rhode Island judge was to
consider today a request by the
Exeter-West Greenwich School
Committee for an injunction to
force 56 striking teachers back
to work. About 960 students are
affected. The city's school
system says it doesn't have the
money to pay a raise set in an
arbitration agreement.
The state of Washington's only
strike began Thursday at
Longview, where 377 teachers
walked out saying school officials had refused to budge in
nearly two months of talks. The
district has 7,100 students.
Teachers in the Longview and
Federal Way districts vote today on tentative contracts
reached late last week.
In Louisiana. efforts to get
school officials and teachers'
representatives in St. John the
Baptist Parish to meet Sunday
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Tonight will be mostly clear
and cool, with a low in the upper 50s and light north winds.
the National Weather Service
said. Tomorrow will be mostly sunny and pleasant, with a
high in the mid 70s and north
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for mostly sunny skies
and pleasant temperatures.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
356 3
Barkley Lake
156.4

MIS
YOUR PAPER1
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m MondayFricty -.:tr by 3:30 p.m. ScOrday
cre urged 10 coil /53-191e bet-.
weon 5:.10 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
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Newspaper's column provides public billboard
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) People may bite their tongues in
public when it comes to sensitive
topics like politics, religion or
-Jtasrhat of the innermost thoughts that not even
their neighbors suspect?
In Letcher County in the
eastern Kentucky mountains
those thoughts get into print
Anonymity breeds outspoken
expression on every subject, including the neighbors, in the

"Speak Your Piece" column in
Whitesburg's weekly
newspaper, The Mountain
Eagle.
The unsigned sentiments of
two dozen or more callers a
+Week, including romiintic notes
I "To my girl in Kentucky
Thanks for the marvelous summer."), miscellaneous complaints ("Does anybody know
why we should not all strive to
have good manners") and
specifics ("I'd like to complain
about our TV service. It's

lousy "I. are billboarded for all
to see
Managing editor Ben Gish installed a telephone answering
machine and started the column
in December 1982 after seeing a
Similar one 4n.ei Michigan weekly, he said in a telephone interview last week
Saturday mornings, he sifts
out the publishable remarks ("1
don't like "Ghostbusters" at
all"). retorts ("I ain't afraid of
no ghost"), and random
vituperation ("I wish people

weren't so stupid and so
dumb.")
"You get all kinds," Gish said.
aware that freeing callers of ac
countability also can let respon
sibility fly out the window.
'If
, we think it's at,,,.- .:›libelour,
we won't use it A lot of times
they use names and we cut it
out," he said Verbosity is
sharply edited "and you gets lot
of poetry you leave out "
Names of public figures,
regarded as fair game, remain,
however Sometimes "it makes

the county officials mad, but
they read it It's fun," Gish said.
Readers are treated to frequent running battles
"At first, male versus female
coal miners was a big thing." he
"Some.....-- would czli 4n
derogatory comments about
female miners Then some
miner would say he didn't mind
working with them. Then the
miners' wives were calling in
going wild "
"A hot one now" is the
presidential election, Gish said

esiesiest.

gno.

A Republican critic of President Reagan was blasted recently as "nothing but a strad•
dlepole" by a caller who attacked "you people that seem to
have nothing better to do but
talk about stir proeldtnN-,
"I figure mos,l of you are 4Fs
and deserters and deadbeats
and welfare cheats," the
counterattacker said
That brought a further retort
that "When Ronald Reagan
(Cont'd on page 2)

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Kentucky farm values dropped 4
percent over the past three
years, meaning a $1 billion loss
to farmers, according to a recent report by the U.S Department of Agriculture.
The USDA's farm real-estate
report shows land values dropped 1 percent nationally in the
year ending April 1, 1984. That
followed a 6 percent drop the
previous year.
Kentucky farm values dropped to an average of $130,500 per

farm in the report The average
peaked at $143,000 in 1982. The
per-acre average price of Kentucky farmland slipped from
$996 in 1982 to $927 April 1 of this
year.
Nationally, the total value of
farms is down $63 billion from a
peak of $826 billion in 1981. In
Kentucky, the losses have
amounted to $1 billion, the
report said.
The average farmer in Indiana has seen the value of his
farm drop almost $90,000, or 25
percent, in the past three years,

the report said The value of the
average farm in the state dropped from $374,500 of Feb. 1, 1981,
to $285,200 on April 1, 1984, the
report said
The number of farms in Kentucky dropped to 101,000 In 1984
after holding at 103.000 for three
years, the USDA said. The
average farm gained three
acres and is now 144 acres.
It was noted by the USDA that
thousands of farmers are
burdened with huge loans,
secured in part by their land and
farm buildings.
Farmers are being called on
by creditors to repay old loans
as farm-land prices continue to
drop from recent inflationary
peaks, the USDA said. It was
also observed that in many
cases creditors are turning
down requests for new crop
loans
The average rent for Kentucky farmland slipped to $58.40
an acre from $62.50 an acre last
year. By contrast, Indiana's

Holiday becomes long weekend for medical examiner
in Kentucky following high number of incidents

RECOGNIZING INDUSTRY - Mayor Holmes Ellis, seated,
signs•proclamation recognizing Sept. 2-8 as Industry Apprecia
lion Week In Murray, while Steve Zea,executive vice president of
the(bamber of Commerce, looks on.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) State Medical Examiner George
Nichols Jr. had little time to enjoy the holiday weekend because
of the high number of deaths
from traffic accidents, shootings
and drownings.
"The pace has slackened," he
said at mid-morning Monday.
"We were extremely busy
Saturday and Sunday (with) the
numbers of bodies that were being brought in. Saturday it was

Groups object to destroying of embryos
SYDNEY. Australia (AP) Anti-abortion groups said today
they will try to stop state officials from destroying two
frozen embryos, whose fate was
in put in limbo by the death of an
American couple in a plane
crash.
Scientists have said that the
embryos, created with the aid of
"test-tube" techniques, were
unlikely to survive thawing and
implantation into the womb of a
surrogate mother.
Despite the pessimism for survival, a government committee's recommendation for
destruction has unleashed outcries of protest.
The head of the test-tube baby
program at Queen Victoria
Medical Center in Melbourne,
where the embryos were
created and are being stored,

also came out strongly today
against the committee's
recommendation
Victoria state's attorney
general, Jim Kennan, announced Monday that a committee

had tentatively recommended
the embryos be destroyed. Kennan said a final decision would
be made in December, giving
the state time to hear public
debate on the recommendation.

Galloway's Red Cross chapter
will sponsor first aid course
A First Aid and CPR (cardio
pulmonary resuscitation) Class
will be taught on Sept 17, 19, 21,
24, 26 and 28 from 6 to 9 p.m. at
Murray State University.
This will be sponsored by the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, along with
Bennie Cooper, director of
Emergeny Medical Training,

Department of Safety Engineering anci Health at Murray State
University.
Instructors will be Ann Ingle,
Sharon Pierces11 and Robert
Trenholm.
Any person interested in taking the course may call the Red
Cross office, 753-1421, on Monday, Wednesday or Friday.

seven vehiculars and Sunday it
The wife of the drowning vicwas a mixture of eight tim said her husband had had a
shootings, drownings and history of heart problems.
vehiculars," he said.
Nichols said, adding that the vicNichols, a forensic tim may have taken an unnecpathologist, has a staff of one cessary risk.
full-time and two part-time
"There are all sorts of people
assistants in Louisville and a who shouldn't be in the water,"
full-time associate in Lexington. he said, including some who've
However, he was the only had heart problems and others
state pathologist on duty over who have epilepsy that is poorly
the weekend and was at work by controlled.
4 a.m. Saturday and Sunday in
Having to examine body after
the morgue at Humana Hospital body "is just part of the job.
University in Louisville.
What I got this weekend was not
"It's my weekend to work," he depressed; it was tired," he
said. "I hate holiday said, yawning, coincidentally.
weekends."
He didn't lose much sleep, he
State law calls for post said, and the longest stretch
without a break was on Sunday,
mortems to be conducted if any
of 18 different circumstances of when he logged 12 consecutive
death are present, he said. hours.
Often, autopsies are called for.
The load was nothing unusual
for a long holiday period, he
said, "other than an inordinate
number of vehicular deaths."
It was a quiet Labor Day
Thirteen highway-related
weekend in Murray, with no
reported
had
deaths
been
to
serious traffic accidents or instate police by mid-afternoon
juries reported.
many
Police Chief Jerry Lee said
as ocMonday, twice as
curred during the same holiday
there were four minor accidents
stretch of 1983.
in the city, none of them
resulting in injury. Three per"That doesn't surprise me,"
sons were cited for driving
Nichols said. "I probably workunder the Influence, he said.
ed last Labor Day weekend, too,
"It was a little more peaceful
and I don't remember being this
than usual," Lee said. The fact
swamped."
that many people traveled to
Among the bodies sent to
Louisville for the Saturday MurNichols for post mortems were
ray State football game may
at least three shooting victims
have been a factor in the lack of
and one drowning victim, a man
local activity, Lee said. The nice
who suffered a heart attack
weather may have also sent a lot
while skiing at Laurel River
of people to the lake, he added.
Lake.

Local police say
Labor Day quiet

rent payments averaged 2104 00
an acre for the study period ending April 1, compared to $10020
an acre in 1983
It has been the contention of
Kentucky farmers for the last
two years that the farmland
market is even weaker than the
USDA suggests
Prices would be sharply lower
If farmers and lenders were put
Ling for-sale signs on all thefarms they really want to sell
observers feel
"Activity in the farm real
estate market appears to be
slow, with many farms for sale
but few buyers," the USDA
report said

(Cont'd from page 1)
said showed Reagan 27 points
ahead of Mondale as they headed into the general election
campaign.
Upon his arrival Sunday at the
nearby El Toro Marine Corps
Air Station, Reagan said, -It's
good to be in Orange County,
where the good Republicans go
before they die.
"But also, I think, a lot of good
Democrats, too," he added.

(Cont'd from page 1)
moved into the White House the
quality of life went down for
every senior citizen in America
- except Ronald Reagan."
"If he needs an X-ray he just
pushes a little button, hopefully
the right button, and a
helicopter will whisk him to the
Bethesda Naval Hospital," that
caller said. "If decent quality
health care is good enough for
Ronald Reagan then it's good
enough for all the senior
citizens."
Local politicians get barbs
about the roads: "I appreciate
the state blacktopping so many
of our roads in Letcher County
this summer. It's too bad the
county can't do some of the
same thing."
But there are kudos as well:
"We the people of Premium sure
are pleased and glad to have our
bridge almost completed.
Thanks to all the workers."
A badge is no protection from
questions such as "Why don't
the state police do their jobs and
write tickets to the trucks which
spill coal all over the roads?"
And a caller grumbled "You
go out here and make you some
whiskey and get caught, you go
to jail. You grow a little pot, get
caught, you go to jail. But if you
don't want to go to jail just get
out here and steal. They most
likely won't even arrest you."
"If they do, they'll take you in
and the judge slaps you on the
wrist," the plaint went on.
"Don't get out there hoeing that
pot or boiling that hot whiskey.
Just ride around through the day
and spy you something to steal
and go back that night and lay it
on it."
Coal truckers draw corn.
plaints, too: "There's no reason
you should run out of this hollow
with those brakes on throwing
all that smoke and noise in people's front doors and windows."
'the ignored gripe: "I called in
a list of my favorite rock bands
to 'Speak Your Piece' and you
didn't print it. Why not?"
"Because you listed nearly
every band in the world and the
typist didn't feel like typing all
their names," responded Gish,
who includes an editorial note
"when I feel like it."

As you are packing bags for your son or daughter to
take away to school — don't forget to send the
Murray Ledger & Times along. Being away from
home can be very lonesome at times. They will
thank you for it.

Special College
Rates

Your leisure time activities play an
Important role in your overall well.
being It's just as Important to have
good vision on the Job as it is to have
correct and therefore, comfortable
vision for your recreational ac.
tivitles Special eyeglasses for sports
Is well worth looking Into
Enjoying your golf game' Or are
you having trouble shifting from your
eye on the ball to It winging clown the
fairway" Look Into special golf specs
that have one correction in the upper
lens, such as a bifocal, and another in
the lower lens for distance vision
Special lens tints for depth perception
can help you with your vision in this
case. too
If hunting is your pleasure, skeet
and trap shooters may purchase
special eyeglasses for seeing both
their gun sights and the target In this
Instance, vermillion or yellow lenses

will improve the perception of the
target.
For the fisherman. polarized lenses
are a must because they cut the
reflective glare off the water
Pleasure boaters will find these
lenses to be a real plus when
navigating the waterways. For instance, the shallowness of the water
can be detected because of the antireflective quality of these lenses. You
can further protect your eyeglass investment for boating by using
floaters, an accessory that attaches
to the frame temple and prevents the
eyewear from sinking if It falls in the
water
We'd like to help you with your individual sports vision needs at
Southern Optical Stop in at Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center. Highway 641
North. 753-0422 Enjoy your sports
with the best vision possible.

' 39.50

(Cont'd

from page ti

were unsuccessful. About 700
employees, including 350
teachers, went on strike a week
ago over demands for a raise
and union recognition, affecting
6,100 students.
Teachers and administrators
In Indiana's Liberty-Perry
School Corp. at Muncie were
scheduled to meet today to try to
mediate an end to a strike by 85
teachers. Substitutes have been
teaching classes for the 1,400
students since the strike began
last week.
In Pennsylvania, a strike by 74
teachers against the South
Fayette district. affecting 1,175
students, entered Its 13th day today. Teachers are asking for
$12.500 raises over three years
while the district has offered
24,500.

(For 9 month term)

To start delivery call today - 753-1916

Your real value in better vision.
Olympic Plass Shopping Center Highway 641 North • 753-0422

A special meeting of the
Calloway County School Board
will be held tonight. Sept. 4, in
the board of education office at
2110 College Farm Rd.
The board is scheduled to
meet in executive session and
take personnel action

*
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PERSPECTIVE

Albert Shanker, president of the American
Federation of Teachers, has contributed to the
debate over school improvement by endorsing the
creation of committees of specially qualifie
d
teachers to take part in the hiring, firing and pro.
motion of other teachers.
A similar suggestion has been made by the
Rand Corp. Some school systems have already ex
perimented with forms of peer review.
There is substance in the idea that teachers can
help improve their profession by identifying peers
who need improvement in teaching skills and
those who are incompetent.
Who is more qualified to evaluate the effec.
tiveness of teachers than other teachers?
To be sure, many of the administrators who
make personnel decisions regarding teachers
have teaching experience themselves. Shanker
noted that one poll indicated a preference among
some teachers for being rated by supervisors
rather than by fellow instructors.
Much of the talk about improving the public
schools has focused on teachers' salaries. But
there are other ways of upgrading the profession
as well, and a wider use of peer review could
become one of them.

looking back
Ten years ago
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll and the man, Roy
Stewart, for whom the facility has been named
will be participting Sept. 7 when Murray State
University officially dedicates its new 18,000 seat
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Kentucky Historymoblle opened its doors
to students of Murray and Calloway County
School Districts yesterday morning at the Murray Vocational School.
Miss Dixie Carole Hook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. B.B. Hook, Jr., and John Van Rayburn, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Raymond Rayburn, were
married Aug. 3 at the First Christian Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Windsor, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Sims and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lang, all
on Aug. 26, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Rogers on Aug. 27.
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen
of the World will sponsor a "Back To School"
Style Show on Sept. 10 at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Middle School.
Twenty years ago
Diane Scott, Patricia Jones, Charlotte Dodson,
Marsha Hendon, Carolyn Murdock, Suzanne
McDougal, Debbie Miller and Regina Fulton
have been elected as officers of the Calloway
County High School Band.
M.O. Wrather, Martha Guier and Sandra
Rogers attended a meeting of the Kentucky Institutional Officers Association held at Murray
State College.
Births reported include a girl to Pfc. and Mrs.
Billy M. Rogers, Aug. 22.
Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester B. Myers, and Dan Keith Evans,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Evans, were
married Aug. 23 at the College Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speegle and son, Mike, of
Roswell, N.M., have been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor. They
brought their daughter, Carolyn Speegle, back to
Murray to reenter Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker of Paducah were
the weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Max H. Churchill, Jr., recently arrived in
Japan for duty with the First Cavalry Division.
He has been stationed at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Hunter Love, local photographer, is attending
the convention and trade show of the
Photographer Association of America at
Chicago, Ill.
•
Births reported at the Murray Hospital include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Dick, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Euel Kimbro and a boY to Mr. and Mrs.
Hiram Chambers.
Miss June Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Vernon Butterworth, and Swann Edward
Parks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks, were
married Aug. 29 at the home of the bride's
parents.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, will begin a series of sermons
on "Let's Know Our Church" on Sunday.
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by m.c. garroft

Russell Dowdy likes these state lotteries
and he must have the key to hitting them
My friend and neighbor over on
laugh.
Bagwell, Russell Dowdy, Sr., kinda
He did learn, however, that
the
likes these state lotteries, and he
lottery not only paid off for the
top
has got to be one of the luckiest
award but for the next five closest
men around when it comes to them.
combinations. Since he had missed
Russell, who runs Uncle Jeff's
by only one number, he figured
he
store on 641 South, was on his way
would come away with somethi
ng
to Norfolk, Va., recently to see a
as some 7 ;i2 percent of the lottery's
grandson, Jay Hurley, who is in the
total sales had gone into an award
Navy and on the submarine tender,
for second place, and this was anSpear, which was tied up at the
nounced at $674,664.
Norfolk Navy Base at the time.
"I thought, surely, not more
than
En route to Norfolk, he went by
10 or 12 would have gotten that
Marietta, Ohio, and stopped overclose to it, and that I was one of
night to visit his brother, Jesse
them," he chuckled, "so we decidWarden, who is in the electronics
ed to stay over until Monday
and
business there.
see how much I had won."
Now, Ohio has a state lottery,
• • •
too, similar. I suppose to the one in
Turned out there were not 10 or
Illinois about which we have been
12 second-place winners but 759
of
hearing so much lately. The top
them — people who had picked five
prize at the time was $3.5 million.
of the six numbers on the winning
Ever since the thing started,
ticket and in the order they were
Russell's brother and his friends
called. His winnings came to $866,
have faithfully bought tickets in it,
which isn't a bad return for a $1
hoping to win the big pot, but
ticket.
they've never won.
Since you have to file a claim for
Just for kicks, Russell thought he
your winnings in the lottery, he left
would buy a ticket, and did — for
his ticket with his brother to cash
one dollar. He got to pick a comin, telling him to keep half of it.
bination of six numbers, as that is
Then he went on to Norfolk, only to
the way the lottery is operated —
find out that his grandson's ship
combinations of six numbers. He
had sailed the day before.
used the combination of
On the way home, he stopped
"14-16-19-21-4-29" — derived from a
again in Marietta, and this time
combination of ages, birth years
bought a dollar ticket in a daily lotand the like in his family.
tery, worth something like a
• • •
million dollars, using the combinaAs it happened, he was at his
tion of "934." .
brother's house ovur a Saturday
When he got back home, he callnight, the night the winning ticket
ed his brother and learned that he
was drawn. When it was announchad won again, but this time only
ed, it was: "14-16-19-21-27-29."
$83. "I told him just to keep it and
He had them all in the right order
put it in a pot," he laughed. "When
with exception of the "4" and the
that's used up, that's all there is.
I'm through."
"Boy, if I had just had that 27 in• • •
stead of my 4, I would have won
In Louisville last Saturday night
myself three and a half million
and in Cardinal Stadium for the
dollars!" he exclaimed with a
Murray-Louisville football game, I

capitol ideas
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garrott's galley

Perhaps peers
should help
rate teachers

I554

/477-

had no more than taken my seat
There were a couple more. Smilwhen I received a resounding slap
ing and waving to me from the
end
on the back.
of our row was the former Sandra
Turning around I was pleasantly
Starks of Kirksey and a Murray
surprised to see the grinning face
graduate. When she was elected
of Joe Brown, who was the center
Kentucky Dairy Princess early in
on the Murray State football team
her MSU days, I had the privileg
e
back in the late 1930s and when
of doing a column on Sandra. Tothey were knows
. ... ..s the
day, she is in publicity and
public
Thoroughbreds.
relations work with Kentucky Oaks
Joe retired a few years ago as
Mall in Paducah.
principal of Owensboro High
The other was Gary Roedemeir,
School, and immediately moved to
the former Channel 6 TV newsman
Florida, but he and his wife soon
in Paducah. We shook and
found that was too far away from
howdyed as we were entering the
their son and grandchildren, who
stadium. Gary is now with WHASlive in Bardstown.
TV there in Louisville.
So, they have moved to BardThe credit for the comment of the
stown, and love it. An avid golfer,
week, however, goes to my son-inhe already has played in a Bourbon
law, Dick Snider, who lives in
Open up there, and is looking forLouisville and in whose home we
ward to being in Murray for the anwere guests for the weekend.
nual Homecoming tournament
Dick is a graduate of the Univernext month.
sity of Louisville and was all deckChances are he'll be in his usual
ed out in his supportive white shirt
group of classmates: Jughead Mitand red pants for the game. He
chell of South Shore. Ala.; Jim
takes his Cardinal football seriousDavis of Point Clear, Ala.; Tiger
ly, but not nearly as seriously as he
Barkett of Cairo, Ill.; and Sad
does his basketball. It's dangerous
Fowler of Kankakee, Ill. On occato be around him when T: of L loses
sions, I've played with them, too.
a basketball game!
• • •
Anyway, as we were leaving the
Two seats from Joe was another
stadium Saturday night after the
friend whom I seldom see, Alf
Racers' shocking, last-minute,
Caldwell, a former linebacker with
26-23 defeat of the Cardinals, Dick
the Racers.
muttered, "We're not going to
Alf has a responsible position
schedule THAT team again! That's
with the Kentucky Fairgrounds
twice in a row that they've come up
and Exposition Center there in
here and beaten us."
Louisville. He and I worked
together many times when he was
with the Livestock Show & Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
WASHINGTON (API — Five comAlf came to Murray State from
panies that recently won two perParis, Tenn., where his father, Bill,
mits to construct national
a Murray graduate. is very active
telephone paging networks in a
in MSU alumni affairs and has infederal lottery have disclosed an
itiated several very attractive
agreement on how to divide their
scholarship programs.
interests.
•
• •
The agreement will see two of the
firms — a partnership known as
National Satellite Paging Inc.. and
-114ANKS, GERRY
K1SOW
Radiofone Inc. of Metairie, La. —
IT'GETT11.1G LATE ,FOLKS.
Joining to build one of the systems.
Bar t•low LE.Th weLcoma
National Satellite Paging. which is
01.1R IAiSPEAKER,
jointly owned by the Mobile ComWAVER MOLE:
munications Corporation of
America, the Western Union Corp..
and National Public Radio, will
control that system with roughly a
91 percent ownership interest.
The other three companies involved in the complicated deal —
PageMemo Inc.; National Paging
Networks, and the Contemporary
Communications Corp. — have
decided to take equal interests in
building the second system.
The new arrangements remain
subject to approval by the Federal
Communications Commission.
————
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal judge has set a tentative
Sept. 24 resumption date for the
trial on government charges that
General Motors Corp.'s 1980 X-cars
have unsafe brakes.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Jackson's decision came as
government attorneys argued that
delays in the trial "could lead to
needless deaths or injuries" and
GM lawyers countered that the
case carries no special sense of
urgency.
The trial began March 13 but has
been in recess since early July so
Jackson could handle other cases
on his docket and court personnel
could take vacations. The lawsuit
was filed last August.
The government charges that the
in the district that Albosta
medical burdens imposed on those
rear wheels on GM's 1.1 million
represents.
who develop this disease, are the
1980 X-cars tend to lock too quickly,
"Government agencies must
sometimes causing dangerous
severe emotional strains faced by
review the cost of their commerspins. It wants the cars recalled
families and friends. The procial activities, to determine
gressive ntellectual deterioration
and repaired and the automaker
whether they can be accomplished
tined $4 million.
of a close loved one is a tragic exat less cost by government workers
perience that has been described
The case covers 1980 models of
or by private industry," Albosta
the Chevrolet Citation, Pontiac
as a funeral that lasts for years,"
said in announcing the hearing.
Phoenix, Buick Skylark and
he said
He said, the panel will consider
Oldsmobile Omega.
Rep. Dan Lungren, R-Calif , was
the impact on the local community
chairman for two days of hearings
of displacing large numbers of
in the Silicon Valley on enemployees. Albosta added that the
trepreneurship and innovation.
Air Force needs to be sure that serLungren represents a district in the
vices are performed in the most
same state, but this hearing was
cost-effective way possible.
not held in his district
Rep Albert Gore Jr , D-Tenn , is
Lundgren said the goal was to
chairman of a House Science and
focus on policies that allow the
Technology subcommittee that
government to "best maintain our
held a hearing on health care
technological leadership, improve
Issues related to Alzheimer's
our international competitiveness
disease.
and raise the quality of life and
The hearing was at East Tenstandard of living for our people "
nessee State University in Johnson
City, Term. Johnson City is not in
Gore's district, but as a candidate
for the Senate in the November
elections, he wants to represent all
By Ken Wolf
or J. erffitssee
"I)reaming don't make it so." soHe said two million Americans
meone once said, but that doesn't
have Alzheimer's disease, which is
mean that dream images do not excharacterized by the loss of inercise a powerful influence upon us
tellectual abilities. "Over 52,000
through our subconscious
Tennesseans suffer from the
Whatever their influence exactly,
disease, half of them in East Tenwe can at least agree with William
nessee. which is the site of the
Hazlitt, who wrotein 1828
hearing." Gore said
We are not hypocrites in our
"Beyond the financial and
dreams.

washington briefs

by jeffrey mills

Congressmen hold hearings hack home
WASHINGTON (AP) — While
Congress has been on recess
through the national conventions of
both parties, some lawmakers
have been holding "field hearings"
that just happen to be in front of
homestate voters who must decide
how they are doing their jobs.
Rep. Don Albosta, D-Mich., is
chairman of a House subcommittee that is looking at the government's policy of contracting out
some services, instead of having
government workers do them.
The hearing planned for Sept. 17
at Selfridge Air National Guard
Base in Mount Clemens, Mich., is
WRITE A L&ITER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Manuscript sold
The seller. Rod MurLONDON .ATh — A
16-page prose and ray, who shared an
poetry manuscript by apartment with Lennon
the late John Lennon in Liverpool before he
went for 822.880 as became famous, said he
Beatlestans shelled out was asked to join The
more than $269,000 for Beatles but was unable
memories of yesterday to do so because he
at Sotheby's auction could not then afford a
bass guitar.
house.
The jewelers Asprey
A restaurant chain,
and Co. bought the the Hard Rock Cafe,
manuscript for an bought a number of
anonymous client. items, including one of
Sotheby's spokeswoman Ringo Starr's snare
Anne-Marie Arpels said. drums for 81.430.

Spinach recipe listed
By CECILIE'
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FARE
Veal Chops, Potatoes,
Spinach. Salad, Anise
Cookies and Coffe+
Mideast Spinach
14 pound fresh
spinach
2 tablespoons olive oil
1.4 cup golden raisins,
soaked in hot water and
drained

t. cup natural
pistachio nutmeats,
halved lengthwise
Salt to taste
Cut off heavy stems
from spinach and
discard; cook spinach
and drain; with a kitchen.scissors shred
coarsely. Heat oil; stir
in spinach, raisins.
pistachios and salt until
hot. Makes 3 servings.
(Use a small sharp knife
to halve the pistachios.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$149
IMPONTIPIWN
..11141011•PLIff:

111EXPER

ONLY

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids

Maray Ledger & Timeb
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Luncheon here Thursday
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 6, at
noon for a salad luncheon at the club house.
Hostesses will be Rosanna Miller, Janet Wallis,
Faye McConnell, Modelle Miller, Anna Mae
Owen, Mary Wells, Sallyanne Sawyer and Clover
Cotham The guest speaker will be David Jewell
of Shirley Florist who will discuss "Fall Planting
and Winterizing."

Alexander on deployment
Marine Sgt. Teddy W. Alexander, son of Teddy
G. Alexander, Rt. 2, Murray, and Peggy A.
Newton, Rt. 1, Kirksey, recently departed on a
deployment to the Mediterranean Sea. He is a
member of Battery I, Third Battalion, 10th
Marines, Second Marine Division, Camp Lejeune, N.C. While in the Mediterranean, the battery will provide artillery support for the 22nd
Marine Amphibious Unit.

Patients dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, were F. Spiceland, Vernon Moody and
Nancy Foster, all of Murray.

Cohen completes course
Matthew Cohen, son of Michael and Katharine
Cohen, completed a fast-paced course in Spanish
I. which was offered as part of the Duke University Summer Residential Program for Verbally
and Mathematically Precocious Youths at
Durham, N.C. The three-week program was

open to academically brilliant seventh to 10th
grade students who had participated in the annual Duke Talent Identification Program or
other regional talent searches. Cohen is a ninth
grade student at Calloway County High School
Eligibility for the Summer Program was based on Scolastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores obtained while in the seventh grade. All students
must have scored at least 550 on the
mathematics portion of the SAT or 50 on the verbal portion of the SAT to be eligible for the Summer Program.

Melton gets scholarship
Anthony Wade Melton of Murray has received
a Commonwealth Scholarship from the University of Kentucky, Lexington. The one-year scholarship is awarded for academic excellence. In
order to qualify, a student must have a score of
27 or better on the American College Test(ACT).
Melton, a graduate of Calloway County High
School, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwane Melton,
1712 Miller Ave., Murray.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladles Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wednesday, Sept. 5, at 8:30
a.m, at the club. A substitute will be Alice Rouse.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Annette
Alexander, Emily Miller, Martha Andrus and
Marilynn Germann; Court Two — Vicky Holton,
Carol Waller, Cecilia Brock and Leisa Faughn;
Court Three — Vickie Jones and Ellen Portner.

Horse show scheduled
The West Kentucky Riding Club will feature an
added class at the monthly open horse show on
Saturday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m at the club's
showgrounds on Gum Springs Road in McCracken County. This will be an eight jump
course set up for jumping hunters to start off the
show. The same bill of classes for western,
gaited, hunter and walking horses will be
featured. Also included will be an open country
pleasure class Youth Event classes and beginner classes as well as those for advanced riders
will be available. Concessions will be available.
Admission will be $1 for every one over 6 years of
age, but those with a horse will be admitted
without charge. For information call 1-554-4925,
1-554-8665 or 1-443-2757.

Ladies day events will
be, Oaks Country Club
Ladies day events will
be held at the Oaks
Country Club on
Wednesday, Sept. 5.
Bridge will be at 9:30
a.m. with Rozella Henry
as hostess.
Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Lee
Christenbery listed as

CORRECTION
D&T Warehouse
Food's Store Hours
Should Have Been
8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
in the Monday
Sept. 3rd Ad

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
To,,ca,.

I -or this well at home for this prise.

WELCOME WAGON — Members of the Welcome Wagon Club recently
took an outing in the Land Between the Lakes. Joyce Mattingly, tour guide,
took the group by bus to many points of interest and stopped at Patties at
Grand Rivers for lunch. The group met at the Bel Air Parking Lot and car
pooled to the Golden Pond Visitor Center at 1LBL. Pictured, from left, are
Joyce Mattingly, Bev Peckenpaugh, Wanda Richards, Gene and Royce
Wrather, Pat and David Shaffer and Norma Childress.

Store Hours: 9:30 — 5:00

the hostess.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee One — Shirley
Wade,Irma Tuck, Hazel
Beale and Anita
Thornton;
Tee Two — Nancy
Bogard, Mary C. Lamb,
Sally Ann Sawyer and
Martha Butterworth;
Tee Three — Irene
Woods, Shelba Barnett,
Martha Barnett aid
Martha Broach;
Tee Four — Jane
Barnett, Sue Wells,
Florence Hensley and
Mary Montgomery;
Tee Five — Ada
Roberts, Melva Hatcher, Doris Rose and
Robbie LaMastus;
Tee Six — Grace
James, Laura Parker,
Burlene Brewer and
Vickie Nance;
Tee Seven — Carolyn
Caldwell, Lou Darnell,
Jennifer Crouse and
Linda White;
Tee Nine — Sue Stone,
Earlene Woods, Linda
Oliver and Linda Roach.
Winners
Mary C. Lamb,
hostess for golf play on
Aug. 29, has released
the winners as follows:
Championship flight
— Grace James,
medalist, Burlene
Brewer, second;
First flight — Ada
Roberts, first, Shelba
Barnett, second;
Second flight — Irma
Tuck, first, Sally Anne
Sawyer, second;
Third flight — Nancy
Bogard and Melva Hatcher, tied for first;
Fourth flight — Anita
Thornton and Florence
Hensley, tied for first;
Low putts — Grace
James,

Grey/Black
Striped Jersey
Knit
$30.00

CLEA\ERS
Solid
Jersey
Knit
Pull-On
Pant
f26.00

Pants & Slacks'Men's & Ladies
2 Pc. Suits
$ 1 85
$320
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
String Cleaning
Good Thru Sept. 29th, 1984

Laundered
Shirts

control center 713-3314

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Sept. 29th, 1984

Sweaters

Folded or on Hanger

7T

Solid Jersey
Knit with
Dropped
Yoke.
$2300

I

$

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Sept. 29th, 1984

75

No limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
IrIng Cleaning
Good Thru Sept. 29th, 1984

ohoolnut it. 713.3314

ONE'S

Littleton 's for a touch
of class

aundry
& Cleaners
13th&
7512552

Main
6th & Poplar

North 12th
603 Main
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WOMEN HONORED - Ora Lee Farris, left, and Anne Morrison, center,
both of whom are past deputy grand regents of the Women of the Moose,
were presented orchid corsages in recognition of the work they have done
for the Murray Chapter. The two women between them have sponsored
nearly 200 ladles for membership. During their 20 years as members they
have worked very hard and seen their rewards in Mooseheart,the children's
campus, and Moosehaven, the retirement home in Florida, grow and
flourish. Extending congratulations to the two women is Senior Regent June
Adams, right, on behalf of the members of the Murray Chapter.
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Newborn admissions and dismissals listed
Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Wednesday. Aug. 29, was not
released by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Rhodes.
mother, Felecia. Rt. 4.
Murray:
Baby Boy Owens.
mother, Kimberly, 812
Guthrie Dr., Murray;
Baby Girl Bushart,
parents, Debbie and
Mack. Rt. 1 ,
Gilbertsville;
Baby Girl Tidwell,
parents, Tammi and
Donald, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Hal B. Allbritten, Rt.
4; Mrs. Patricia F.
Robertson, Rt. 4; Miss
Ginger Lin Montgomery. Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Rebecca L. Merrell, Rt. 2. Puryear.
Tenn.; Jerry McCallom.
804 North 20th St.; Miss
Lauren Brittainy
Mason. Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Lowell Thomas Davis,
Rt. 1, Benton; Miss
Fronia Woodruff, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Lula White, 1606
Parklane;

Mrs
Temple R
Wesson, New Concord.
Floyd Powell, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton;
Mrs. Noma M. Peterson, B-10 Mur Cal Apts.:
Mrs. Ruth Hooper, Rt.
1, Hardin; Mrs. Beuia
Bailey, Dukedom,
Tenn.; Harvey C.
Copeland, Rt. I, Almo;
Mrs. Beatrice K.
Smith, 1001 Vine St.;
Waymon Lancaster. 405
Park St., Paris, Tenn.;
Fray Wilson i expired )
310 North Fifth St.
- --Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday.
Aug. 30. was not released by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
*ere as follows:
Baby Boy Fox.
parents, Chester and
Sherry, 1613 Ryan.
Murray;
Baby Girl Dunlap,
parents. Bridget and
Michael, 1606 College
Farm Rd., Murray;
Baby Girl Chrisman,
parents, Margaret and
Larry, Hamlin.
Dismissals were as
follows:
James L. Bean, Rt. 6:

Mrs. Judy F. Oakley,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Miss
Kristy Reed, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Mrs. Jane
Leach and baby boy, Rt.
8;
Miss Jessica Denise
Teague and baby girl,
1024 Depot, Paris.
Tenn., Mrs. Sandra
Wilson and baby girl.
Box 8, Dover, Tenn.:
Billy Dees Harrell,
Hazel:
Buddy E. Windsor,
Rt. 7, Gedric B.
Paschall, 2219 Edinborough; Mrs. Bernice
Westerman, 819 South
Fourth St.; Mrs. Brenda
Manker, Rt. 5;
Gregory Dan Story,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Murwin lone Morris, Rt. 6; Roy Earl
Salentine, Rt. 3; Mrs.
Novie Hale, G2
Southside Manor Apts.,
Jessie Key. Rt. 1,
Hazel; Herman C.
Lassiter, Rt. 4; Thomas
E. Roberts, Rt. 3; Miss
Mary Freeman, 1505
Stadium View Dr.;
Conn L. Spencer, Rt
4; Laverne Chilcutt, No.
1 Waldrop Trailer Ct.:
Richard Humphries,
1631 Hamilton.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday.
Aug. 31, was not released by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
wee as follows:
Baby Boy Harrell,
parents, Bonnie and Anthony, Rt. 3, Murray;
Baby Girl Futrell.
parents, Donna and
Teddy, Rt. 7. Murray.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Janice Marie
Thorn, Dexter; Miss
Amanda N. Walker, Rt.
3; Mrs. Donna L.
Prince. 1408 Main St.,
Benton;
Mrs. Heidi L. Jones
and baby girl, Rt. 3:
Mrs. Kimberly K. Yates
and baby girl, Rt. 1.
Water Valley; Mrs.
Julie Ann Holmes, Rt. 3,

Tuesday. Sept.4
Murray.
---Board members of
Calloway County Swim
Team will meet at 7

Tuesday,Sept:4

Tuesday,Sept.4
Calloway County
Band Boosters will meet
at 7 p.m. in high school
band room.
---Southwestern District
Dental Assistants Society will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at PADD building,
Mayfield.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.
---Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 7 p.m. at the club
house.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Ruth
Caldwell.
---Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
have a potluck at 6:30
p.m. at 602 Elm St.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Mayfield;
Eddie Johnston, Rt 1,
Almo; J.C. Wilber, Rt.
1, Fulton; Mrs. Sandra
Oldaker, 755 North 37th
St.. Paducah:
Cary Brandon. 60311
North 18th St.: Mrs.
Virginia Hulse, Rt. 1;
Mrs_ Mary Parrish, Rt.
5;
Johnnie Beaver, 503
Broad St.: Mrs. Mary B.
Jones, 1204 Olive St.;
Mrs. Marie E. Bryant.
Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton;
Robert Porter Hutchens, 715 Sycamore;
D.Y. Dunn, 1005
Fairlane; Earl R. Patterson, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.;
Joseph Andrus, Rt. 1.
Clinton; Mrs. Geniva
Springfield, New Concord; Eugene A.
Bayless, 1607 Hamilton.

1 Imports
Bel Air Center
We are pleased to
announce that Susan
Rogers. bride-elect
of Mike Vance, has
made her selections
from our bridal
for
registry
decorative
accessories.
Susan and Mike
will be married
September 22.

Coming community events
Tuesday,Sept.4

PAGE 5

Thursday, Sept.6
Wednesday,Sept.5
- ----'JP
The Single Connection
Baptist Women's Miswill
meet at 7 p.m. for a
sion Group of Salem
Baptist Church is discussion in third floor
"1St
scheduled to meet at 7 classroom, Education
Building, First United
p.m
Methodist Church.
---- ,
---Mission groups of
Alcoholics
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to Anonymous and Al.
Anon will have closed
meet at 7 p.m.
meetings at 8 p.m. at
---Flint Baptist Church First Christian Church,
Mission Groups are Benton. For information
scheduled to meet at 7 call 753-0061, 762-3399.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
p.m.
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
---5,1984
Murray Women of the
-.What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
Moose
will meet at 8
Ladies day golf and
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
bridge will be at 9:30 p.m at the lodge hall.
the forecast given for your birth sign.
---Be careful if shopping by mail order
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
a.m,. at the Oaks CounARIES
Mothers Day Out will
catalogue. Your magnetism is worktry Club.
Plaza Murray. Ky. 759-9347
Olympic
(Mar.21 to Apr, 19)
ing for you. In group activities, you'll
be at 9 a.m. at First
---Your judgement is shrewd in shine!
Ladies Day Golf at the Baptist Church.
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 o.m. to 6 p.m
business, but a higher-up may be un- SAGITTARIUS
---Murray Country Club
predictable. Some job-related 1Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Senior citizens acfie
will feature the Triresearch brings dividends.
Don't be clumsy today or you'll
State Tournament with tivities will be from 10
TAURUS
break something of value. ConfidenWith This Coupon Get
Venela Sexton and a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
/Or tial tips are helpful to you careerwise.
Virginia Schwettman as and Douglas Centers
You're able to see clearly into the Be a good listener.
and
from 10 a.m. to 3
chairmen.
motives of others. Investment advice CAPRICORN
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---may be unreliable. Close ties are 1Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
---Events at Calloway
cooperative.
Some take a refresher course. ArMurray Civitan Club
Public Library will be
GEMINI
cane subjects interest you now. You
Parent and Twos at 9:30 is scheduled to meet at 7
May 21 to June 20)
may renew a friendship from the past.
a.m. and Story Hours p.m. at Homeplace
You seem to be one step ahead of Watch temperament.
for preschoolers at 10:30 Family Restaurant.
Reg. Price
the competition today, You have the AQUARIUS
---a.m, and for school
upper hand in job or real estate Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
$1.87 Developing
Xi Alpha Delta
agers at 3:30 p.m.
negotiations.
Business meetings are very producChapter of Beta Sigma
17 Per Print
---CANCER
tive. A friend could reveal one of your
Children's Choirs - Phi is scheduled to meet
Limit 1 Coupon Per Roll
'June 21 to July 22)
secrets. A moment of solitude could
Preschool, Music at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Writers and speakers are especially be interrupted.
Good Through Sept. 8th
Makers I, Music Makers Center.
..;fective. A partner may be PISCES
- - -afar
Musicians
Young
II
and
temperrnental. You'll reach an (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Preceptor Omicron
- of First Baptist
understanding with a child.
It's a poor time to become involved
Church will meet at 6:30 Chapter of Beta Sigma
LEO
with a friend in business. A check with
Give Us An Hour And
Phi
is scheduled to meet
p.m.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
a lawyer reveals valuable informaWe Will Give You A Lifetime
at 7:30 p.m. at ComThis is a good time to investigate tion.
merce Centre.
Thursday, Sept.6
real estate investments. A business
YOU BORN TODAY are restless,
Kathleen Jones Group
colleague may fail to keep an appoint- innovative, and experimental. You
of First Baptist Church
ment.
dislike routine work, but must avoid a
Women will meet at 6
VIRGO
tendency to simply get by on your
aLts
p.m. at Seven Seas
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Wednesday. Sept. 5
wits. You're dramatic and could sucIf you want to make a point via ceed on the stage. A love of taking
Hazel and Douglas Restaurant.
-- - phone or letter, others get your risks makes you gravitate toward
Centers will be open
Garden Department
message loud and clear. Social plans such fields as brokerage, sales, and
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
may be changed today.
travel. You can succeed in the arts
for activities by the of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a salad
LIBRA
once you overcome impatience. You
senior citizens.
luncheon at noon at the
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
don't like to be kept down, but should
---You're very discrete today, but a avoid making needless chages. BirGoshen United club house.
family member is less so. Don't thdate of: Bob Newhart, actor; Jesse
---Methodist Church
reveal your hand in financial matters. James, outlaw; and Arthur Koestler,
Child Protection and
Women will meet at 6:30
Below key.
author.
p.m. at Western Sizzlin Abuse Open Adult
Seminar, sponsored by
Restaurant.
Calloway County
Former Scotts Grow Pastor. Bro. Leroy %aught. Speakul
Homemakers, will be
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in
All Day Singing ith Dinner On The Ground
For all your I -ovei Keseryottons
Room 207 of Roy
All Friends Are 111%4441
Stewart Stadium, Mur11. 641 North
ray State University.
This is open to all
adults
EVANSTON, Ill. (API decade, according to
- For the second year Philip Clement, presij
.
ey re Here - They're Here - They're Here - They're Here - They're Here - They're Here .
In a row, male dent of DeVRY Inc
teenagers made com- Jobs for electronics
S
x
,presenting
puter science their technicians could inInternational Traveltime
and
American
leading career choice, crease by 154,000 during
according to a nation- the same period, Clewide poll.
ment said
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of

p.m. in Room 535, Fine
Arts Building, Murray
State University.
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Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
Invites lou To
Attend Its

2nd Annual Homecoming
September 9, 1984

Teenagers list career
choice as computers

,

While young men
selected computer
science as their first
choice of study and
career, two-thirds of the
young women said they
intended to study ipmputers in college with
about 35 percent planning to major in com•
puter sciences, the
study found.
The women ranked
computerreiated
careers fourth behind
medicine, secretarial
End nursing careers
Government sources
report the number of
computer-related Jobs
could grow by 301.000
nationwide during the
7-)

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
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THEY'RE HERE '
;
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i
Pick Up Your Free 1985 Hillmark
.41
; Gift Catalog. 6000 Name Brand Items
.
.<
' Lowest Prices.
At The Areas
.
;
.
Register For Thousands Of Dollars f,
t
1 In Door Prizes. Help Us Celebrate The i
! Grand Opening Of Our New Store At i
314 Main On The Court Square.
is

SuJanne
Fine Arts & Custom Framing
100 South 13th Street

Around Corner From Dairy Queen

You Are invited To A Showing Of
Paul Sawyier Original Paintings!
•Friday, September 7th
•10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
•Wleh Representative Bill Coffey Of Paul Sawyier Galleries, Inc. To
Answer Questions About Sawyler, Kentucky's Premier
Impressionist
•Door Prizes
•Publishers Proof Of A New'Release
•An Etching Will Be Given With The Purchase of A Paul Sawyler Print
•20% Discount On Custom Framing Of Any Sawyler Print,
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SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
is
Watch For Our Brochure
Prices Good For The Both The Murray & Paducah Stores. .3
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SPORTS
Lester aiming for pro bid with good senior season
Phone call brings top end to Murray
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP - Murray State
football coach Frank
Beamer is no
stockbroker, but he
knows a good investment when he hears of
one.
Like the payoff he
reaped from a telephone
call an assistant coach
made to Florida in 1982
in a chase for a tight end
also sought by top colleges like Auburn and
Clemson.
"It was the best $2.50 I
ever spent," Beamer
said recently.
The football player on
the receiving end of that
call was Keith Lester, a
legitimate pro prosect,
according to Beamer.
Lester dropped out of
football at Florida State
after his freshman year
in 1980 for personal
reasons. He remained in
school in 1981, but football has a way of getting

in your blood, and
Lester was in need of a
transfusion by the time
football season rolled
around again

isn't a fair indication of
what Lester can do. He
noted that Lester had to
sit out in 1982 because of
the transfer and that an
ankle injury kept him
out of a few games last
season.
"We're hoping and expecting more, and he is
expecting more from
himself this season,"
Beamer said. "He was
out of football there for
a while, and it takes
time to get back in, back
in shape.
"We've been getting a
lot of calls from pro
scouts for tickets, and
Keith's the reason why.
They know his talent."

"I was getting calls
from Auburn and big
schools once the word
got out I wanted back
in.
said Lester, a
6•foot-41,q, 245 pound
senior from Clearwater,
Fla.
"I didn't want to get
back in the big college
football scene right off
the bat, though. Murray
was not real small, but
not real big. It just appealed to me at that
point.Murray, of course,
finds Lester pretty appealing too.
He caught 26 passes
for 273 yards in Murray's surprising 7-4 1983
season that saw a young
offense mature quickly.
But Beamer said that

Lester said Beamer
wants him to catch the
football more this
season, and he is working on his blocking.
In a 26-23 victory over
Divison I-A Louisville in
the Racers season

SCOREBOARD

Cochran blames runnerup finish on 'gagged' putt

AVM

She
Your discount parts su ermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
ect GA
Detroit
88
50
838
Toronto
Si,
79
54
577
BalUrnore
74
62
544 13
Neu York
73
ea 537
Boston
64
73
533 14,
Cleveland
62
77
448 2814
Milwaukee
56
SI
409 31,
5
WEST DIVISION
Minnesota
70 87
511
Kansas('its
88 89
496
2
California
67
69
493
38
61,
Oakland
64
74
4161
Chicago
83
73
483
Texas
61
75
449
Seattle
61
77
442 9,
5
Monday's Games
Oakland 8. Chicago 2
Boston0 Milwaukee 5
New York 2. Toronto 0
Cleveland 6, California 5
Baltimore 7, Detroit 4
Seattle 7. Texas 3
Minnesota 4. Kansas City I
Tuesday's Games
Caltfornla !Witt 12.101 at
Cleveland !Schulze 2-6i. in
Baltimore , Bocklicker 111-9, at
I ietroit Rosema 7-51. nt
Toronto I Clancy 111.131 at New
York 1 Montefusco 2-24. I n I
Oakland , McCatty 7.121 at
Chicago Seaver 12-9 in
Boston , Nipper 7-6 at Milwaukee
Sutton 12.10,. ni
Minnesota I Schrorn 4.7, at Kan.
sas City ,Cubic= 9-11.. n
Seattle . Beattie 10-15 • at Texas
Hough 14-12, t n

Wednesdaf Gam.
California at Cleveland, Int
Baltimore at Detroit, In
Toronto at New York. n
Boston at Milwaukee. int
Oakland at Chicago, in,
Seattle at Texae. int
Minnesota at Kansas City. In!

New York I Fernandes 4.31 at St
Louis !Cox 6.101. in)
San Diego , Whitson 13-7, at Los
Angeles . Hershuter 8-71, In)
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Montreal. in,
New York at Pittsburgh. In1
Philadelphia at St Louis. in)
Cincinnati at San Diego,(n)
Atlanta Si Los Angeles. In
Houston at San Francisco. in I

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
1.
Pct
G8
Chicago
83
54
608 New York
Cl 00
562 6
Philadelphia 73 63
537
Diy
St Loans
89 88
511 13
Montreal
87 69
403 1545
Pittsburgh
59
78
431 24
WEST DIVISION
San Diego
79 59
572
Houston
500 10
69 69
Astor.' Football League
Atlanta
87
70
489 11,
1
Morglay's Games
Los Angeles
464 15
64
74
Seattle 33, Cleveland 0
San Francisco 56
79
422 2081
Dallas 20, Los Angeles Rams 13
Cincinnati
57 81
413 22
Thursday's Game
Morathr's QM"
PIttsburgh at New York Jets
Pittsburgh 3. Montreal 0
Sunday.Sept.9
Chicago 4. Prilladelpfue
Buffalo at St Louie
ings
Dallas at New York Giants
San Francisco 4. Cincinnati 3
Denver at Chicago
St 1,0440 7, New York 3
Dettolt at Atlanta
Atlanta 6, Houston 4
Kansas City at Cincinnati
San Diego 4, Loa Angeles 3
Minnesota at Philadelphia
Tuesday's Games
New England at Miami
Clnetnnati Soto 13-7! at San
Tampa Bay at New Orleans
Francisco 1Krakow 1010.
Cleveland at Los Angeles Rarns
Houston IScott 5-11. at Atlanta
Indianapolis at Houston
..BrIcsolara it,
Green Bay at Los Angeles
Pittsburgh . DeLeon 8-121 at Mon. Raiders
treat 1Gullirkson 10-7,, in 1
San Diego at Seattle
Chicago !Sanderson 8-4
at
Monday. Sept. 10
Philadelphia !Carlton 11-6,
,
V. ashIngton at San Francisco

Pro Football

753-8971

south 12th Street

opener last weekend,
Lester grabbed tour
passes for 61 yards and
a touchdown.
"It's very important
for me to have a good
senior year," Lester
said. "l think this year
could make or break my
chances for the pros
because I have been
out" of football.
Lester's also the only
starting senior on
offense.
"It's a big responsibility for me. It's left
me in a role where the
guys look to me for
leadership," Lester
said. "I think I have to
provide that leadership,
that guidance, for us to
have a winning season.
"In the big games, the
close games, I'm going
to have to be there. And
no matter what my
goals are, that (winning
TOUCHDOWN - Murray State tight end Keith Lester leaps for joy
after catching this 7-yard Kevin
season) is the most imSisk aerial for a touchdown against Louisville on Saturday. Lester is a senior
from Clearwater, Fla.
portant thing."
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Southside Center
/

PADUCAH, Ky. (API ed into the water.
have to be aggressive,"
- Paducah's Russ
"It was close to stay- said Cochran, who earnCochran says he learned ing dry, but I guess I ed $26.400 for finishing
a valuable lesson from gagged a little bit," he second.
his second-place finish said afterward in a
His putter was workin the B.C. Open, which telephone interview ing well, particularly on
he said he lost because from Endicott, N.Y.
the 10th, llth and 12th
he "gagged" on the final
Still, he recovered to holes, although the
hole.
hit a 7-iron to the green results of the latter two
Cochran, who finished and drop about a 15-foot were less than satisfyone stroke behind putt for a par.
ing. He birdied the 10th
Levi birdied the final hole and hit birclie-putts
Wayne Levi, was tied
for the lead Sunday two holes, however, to that failed to fall on the
when he stepped up to lock up the victory.
other two.
the 18th tee. His pro"I had a chance, but I
"I can't be too disapblems began moments had a bad shot. I will pointed. I played well
later when his drive roll- learn from that. You the last two days and I

ST. LOUIS (AP)- In guys in the bullpen keeping with his style on
Jeff Lahti, Neil 'Allen,
the mound, Bruce Sutter Dave Rucker," said the
wasted little of his time 31-year -old hurler.
tracking down a Na- "Those were the guys
tional League standard who made it possible by
for pitchers.
keeping us in the games
"I've been close I've saved."
before and didn't get the
St. Louis Manager
record," said the St. Whitey Herzog followed
Louis Cardinals reliever up Ray Knight's game.
following his 38th save endingstrikeout by
in a 7-3 triumph Monday presenting Sutter a
night over the New York plaque.
Mets. ''Tonight, I
"I just want to say one
wanted to get it out of thing," said Herzog as a
the way and just go on." Busch Stadium turnout
For Sutter, the co- of 18,347 thundered its
holder of the old NL approval. "If you hadn't
mark of 37 with two had the kind of year
others, the new plateau you've had, I wouldn't
represented the product have been here to give
of teamwork.
you this."
"I just can't overSutter's record came
emphasize the other in his 61st appearance
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exclusive hydraulic drive - bu,
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Hendrick capped the
uprising with a two-run
homer, and David
Green later unlocked a
3-3 tie with a solo blast
off Ron Darling, 11-6.
After Green belted his
13th homer in the fourth,
Andujar was forced by
recurrence of a slight
muscle pull to give way
to Lahti in the New York
sixth.
St. Louis padded its
lead to 5-3 on Darrell
Porter's double and Ozzie Smith's single before
Sutter took over. Working the final two innings,
he struck out two and
used a double play to
negate George Foster's
leadoff single in the
Mets' ninth.
Former teammate
Keith Hernandez, who
doubled and scored in
the New York first and
later delivered a
sacrifice fly, praised
Sutter.
"Bruce's ball is
something. It's breaking better than it did in
Chicago," said the
Mets' first baseman,
referring to the pitcher's split-fingered
fastball and 37-save

season in 1979 for the
Cubs. "It doesn't matter
how you get them out.
He and Rollie Fingers
and Sparky Lyle are the
greatest relievers the
game has seen "
Sutter, who shared the
old NL mark with Clay
Carroll and Fingers,
said he wasn't certain
how long the new standard would prevail.
"With the great
relievers that are in the
league right now. it
might not last very
long," he said.
The overall major
league record for saves
is the 45 recorded last
year by Dan
Quisenberry of the Kansas City Royals, a pitcher Herzog also once
managed.
"Quiz is a different
type pitcher. He can go 3
1-3 innings or so." Herzog said of the
American Leaguer.
"They have the d.h.
(designated hitter I. and
they don't have to hit for
their pitchers."
New York, by losing
for the first time in five
games, fell six games
tfack of first-place
Chicago in the NL East.

after two SEC victories

Only 3
Left

Radio Shack Has It All-Fres." Law-Cost PockostP"moutars
to Powarful Dasktop Businass Systamst

C1111.1011In. eilni160 WM of Gelorep
SWAM OF TANN CORPOWOM

Cochran has been
playing well this summer - he's earned
$102,645 - and was
especially pleased with
his game on the final
two rounds of the tournament, when he carded
69 and 67, respectively.

oo Miami leaps into first

At '1983
Sale Prices

Commercial Lease Available
for Only $45 Per Month
(Plus Applicable Uss/Salas Tex)

Mod& 4 VialCalc. Was $199 00 In Cal RSC-11
#26-1520. $99.95
Mods III VisiCalc. Was $199 00 in Cat. RSC-11
*26-1509, $99.95

over a span of 108.1 innings during which he's
permitted only 16 earned runs.
"We haven't used him
that much. It's just that
every time we get a
three-run lead in the
eighth inning the first
guy gets a hit and you
don't have any leeway."
said Herzog. "He's only
had about three cheap
saves."
The Cards, while setting the stage for Sutter.
battled from behind in
support of starter Joaquin Andujar, 18-11.
They overcame a 2-0
lead by New York with
three unearned runs
courtesy of Mets catcher's passed ball in the
third inning. George

st
tool

Was $1999.00 In Cat, FtSC-11

- New Low Price! VisiCalc Program -

"I hit both of those
putts super. They rolled
right through the center
of the hole," he said. "I
think those could have
meant the difference in
the tournament."

Cards' Sutter stops Mets 7-3 with record 38th save

Radio IcogaZaER
lhaek I CENTERS
•
bow..,to

haven't been playing
well the last two days of
tournaments," he said.
"It's so much nicer."
Perhaps the biggest
benefit of seeing your
name on the leader
board with two holes remaining is the experience of coping with
pressure, he said.
"I have always felt
you work all week to get
in position to win. And
when you are in position, you try to win," he
said.

fAcK•;1 Eqvipment Co.
ZeVect tt.76%.
"
"" nit:7,7t

NEW YORK (AP) Miami, with an upset
win over Auburn
followed by a victory
over FLorida five days
later, received 36 first
place votes and leaped
from 10th to first place
in the Associated
Press' weekly college
football poll.
The Nebraska Cor-

nhuskers remained second followed by Clemson, UCLA and Texas
Ohio State and Notre
Dame each moved up a
spot, the Buckeyes to
sixth and the Irish to
seventh. Preseason
favorite Auburn fell to
eighth and was followed by Alabama and
Iowa

TM AP Top Treaty
Tne Too Toenty tear-netts thei first reguLaraeason Associated Prim col
leg* football poll, with ftrat-pian...02160 paronliNess. 1966 record. total
points based on 2171•48-17.16-16-14-11-12.21-1-09-17744-4.11-1 and rank
Inas In tlw preseason poll
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Company's specialty is neutralizing odors
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
Years ago, the late
entertainer Jimmy
Durante used to raise a
laugh when he tilted his
head to one side, touched the tip of his nose,
and remarked "the nose
knows,"
It turns out Durante
was right. When it
crimes to measuring the
pungency of aromas,
the only instrument
available is the nose, according to John D.
Bryson, president of a
Milwaukee-based company which makes odorneutralizing products
for home, commercial
and health facility use.
If you should want to
compare perfumes or
decide whether an industrial facility is
polluting the atmosphere with noxious
odors, you'd have to
assemble a panel of sniffers, Bryson said.

don't exist A rather
wide variety of situa•
lions exist in which
odors need to be
nearalized in the interests of safety, health
and wellbeing, he said.
On the home front,
smokedamaged houses,
areas where pets have
sprayed, some cooking
odors, and the presence
of damp and mildew can
be smells bad enough to
require neutralizing
In industry, plastic.
laminatemanufacturing plants which use
formaldehyde -based
products are among
sites requiring attention. Others include
sewage treatment
plants, tanneries,
slaughterhouses and
landfills.

have traditionally been
employed to overcome
some of the problems
But a more recent
development has been
the use of odor.
removing charcoal and
other types of filters.
Bryson's firm,
however, has come up
with a new system that
seems to fall
somewhere between the
two methods. It includes
a liquid which saturates
a fabric material and is
released into the atmosphere as a gas
through a plastic
"envelope " The plastic
holder can be opened to
a greater or lesser extent to release the odorneutralizing liquid. According to Bryson, this
envelope is patented
and is unique at present.

In the hospital and
health facility field, a
The company's provariety of diseases such duct line ranges from
as some types of large electric filters for
cancers produce pierc- industrial installations
ing odors.
(at a cost of $1,000 or
The fact that bad
Beginning with strew- more
to small
odors can't be precisely ingherbs, used as early disposable units for use
measured, however, as the Middle Ages, in a kitchen, bathroom
does not mean they odor-masking devices or the family car, for ex-

ample, that use no outside energy source and
sell for under $5. (The
company also offers a
more expensive electric
unit for the home, in addition to the disposable
canisters which may
last for up to six
months.)
Development began in
1972 when Bryson
received a visit from
Dr. J.F.T. Berliner and
Dr. Denny Watkins. The
two men — an engineer
and a chemist — had
formulated a liquid
capable of neutralizing
odors.
Bryson, whose field
was hospital supplies,
saw the advantage of
such a product. A
significant public health
and amenity problem
for hospitals has been
the odors produced by
some patients with
serious diseases.
These unpleasant
smells have made it difficult for health-care
professionals and family members and friends
to care for and spend
time with such patients.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

On the other hand, in
Japan, where about
150,000 disposable units
a month are sold, the
message has gotten
through perhaps
because of a series of
fortuitous events.
For one thing, the
Vaportek liquid formula
is made from natural
oils derived from trees
and plants that happen
to be found freely in the
forests of Japan.
The Japanese are said
to believe that the forest
is especially efficacious
as a health builder.
Many Japanese make
regular visits to breathe
in forest air in a belief
that they are promoting
good health.
Furthermore, as a
society the Japanese put
great store in what
authorities say. So when
Dr. K. Kamiyama, an
environmental authority, said the liquid did
contain the right forest
oils, sales took a leap.
"It wasn't a product
endorsement, but it certainly didn't hurt,"
Bryson said.

trosemee,

SE00103
.
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square foot of vent area
for each 150 square feet
if there is no moisture
seal.
What's a moisture
seal? Anything which
helps to keep moisture
out of the space. A
ground cover, which
will be discussed in a
moment, would be
classified as a moisture
seal. There are other
regulations covering insulation and the covering of openings to the
crawl space with wire
mesh that is corrosion
resistant.
Trouble eventually occurs because the codes
aren't always followed.
Some areas have no
codes affecting crawl
spaces and, even when
everything is done correctly in the original
construction, time and
the elements take their
toll.
Houses that use crawl
space, such as those
without full basements
or with additions over
land which has not been
exacavated, are

sometimes tormented
by dampness, condensation, cold floors and foul
odors. Add insulation
provide ventilation,
block humidity, and the
problems will
disappear.
When vents are provided in the wall around
the crawl space, try. to
install them in pairs so
that they allow cross
ventilation. If you put
one 20 feet in from one
end of the house on one
wall, place another the
same distance on the opposite wall. If you have
a total of 12 vents, for instance, they should be in
opposite walls — 6
directly across the way
from the 6 others.
There should be insulation between the
floor joists of the house,
usually in the forms of
batts that fit snugly. Added protection against
dampness can be given
by also using roofing
felt. Both can be stapled
in place, with some kind
of mesh stapled or hammered to the floor joists

to hold everything firm.
In putting the batts in
place, be sure the vapor
barrier part of the insulation faces the
upstairs rooms. That's
something to remember
any time you use insulation or anything else
with a vapor barrier:
The barrier always
should face the heated
or warm part of the
building. It's the barrier
which must stop the
high humidity before it
gets into the insulation
and renders it
ineffective.
Ground moisture is
responsible for more of
the dampness in a crawl
space. The moisture can
be kept in the soil if the
ground is sealed. Two
materials effectively do
this, although there are
probably many more
that would accomplish
the same purpose. One
is heavy roofing felt, the
kind that is called
55-pound felt. The other
is polyethylene having a
thickness of at least 4
mils. Either of these
should be spread
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carefully along the
ground, lapped 3 or 4 inches. The word
"carefully" is used
because even a single
tear in the material can
affect the result, since it
will allow moisture to
get through. Once
everything is in place
along a lapped seam,
put enough sand on the
overlap so that it will
stay in place regardless
of the weather. Continue
the job until the entire
ground has been
covered, all the seams
overlapped and the sand
well distributed.
In cold areas, people
sometimes make the
mistake of closing the
wall vents when the
temperature drops.
Don't. All you will do is
to halt the cross
ventilation.
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful information in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending $1.50 to this
newspaper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)

THE GROUND FLOOR OF THIS contemporary house has
two bedrooms, a bath, a kitchen and a living-dining space with
a fireplace in it. The second floor contains a large master
bedroom with a balcony. Plan HA 1266M has 966 square feet
on the first floor and 630 on the second. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
Master Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N.Y.
11501.
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FIRST
WEEK'S
RENT!

00

2 Week Minimum
(Excluding VCRs & Stereos)

No Financing Necessary
No Long Term Obligation
Delivery and Service
Included
Rent-To-Own Plan
In Murray

759-4487
204 South 4th
Murray

TYM

Closed Wednesday

711 Jefferson
Paducah
502-444-6666
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Owens Corning 2

The First Name
in Horse Barns,
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Fiberglass Shingles.
20 Year Warranty
6 Colors In Stock
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Umbaugh, the No. 1 name in horse barns, has pined together with Bonanza, originators of Uni-Frame construction, to bring you an exciting new line of BONANZA)
Umbaugh stables and stall barns. These new buildings feature the same fine design, the same quality details that have
earned Umbaugh its reputation for excellence—plus the
added advantages of Unr-frame construchon. Advantages
1.4e better space utilization, greater strength, and more at.
tractive appearance. among others. Call us today.

PowerAvailable
/ Other Brands Available G A.F. Fiberglass.
G A.F. Timberline, Tamko, Elk

CONSTRUCTION
W. PADUCAH - 443-5552
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Some tips on sanding the floor
By ANDY LANG
necessary to keep the right until I put a dish on
Q. — A relative of grit from getting on it, at which time I
mine recently offered to everything in the room discovered the top was
sand the wooden floor in and outside it.
still tacky, as though the
our dining room and
Q. — I have an old shellac had never dried
then finish it with var- piece of furniture that properly. What caused
nish. It not only didn't was originally finished this and how can it be
come out the way we with shellac, probably corrected?
wanted it; it produced a about 20 years ago.
A. — One possible
somewhat rough finish. Now, I would like to cause is that the shellac
We haven't complained refinish it with varnish was not fresh. Shellac
to him about it, but now without taking off the which has been around a
we would like to take a shellac, which is still in year or two should not
crack at it ourselves. It fairly good condition. I be used, although
didn't look too difficult if seem to remember sometimes it will be all
you have the correct reading somewhere that right. Make a point of
equipment. He rented this* cannot be done. Is buying only as much
his. Do you think we can my recollection shellac as you will use in
handle it and will we be correct?
six months or so.
able to get a smoother
A. — Not exactly. Another possible cause
finish?
Years ago, varnish was of the tackiness is that
A. — There is no way often used over shellac. you applied the shellac
to tell your capability. It was only with the in- on a finish from which
Sanding a floor troduction of synthetics accumulated wax or
preparatory to putting that certain care had to polish was not
varnish on it can be be exercised. Some syn- thoroughly removed.
done by anyone with thetic manufacturers
In either case, wipe
reasonable patience and say their product should the top completely with
a knowledge of the fun- not be used over shellac. denatured alcohol. Rub
damentals of sanding. Usually, the label on the vigorously and go over
When you rent the container will give you it two or three times.
sander — and an edger this information. If not, When you are absolutely
— ask the dealer to show ask the dealer.
sure no residue of wax
you exactly how it
or polish remains, apply
Q
— I bought a a coat of shellac, thinnworks. Perhaps the
midst important part of second-hand coffee ed 50 percent with
the job is never to let the table The top was not in denatured alcohol Wait
motor run while the good shape and! put two until the next day, sand
sander drum is resting coats of clear shellac on very lightly and apply a
on the floor. When the it It seemed to be all second coat,
machine is in operation,
it must be moving San- 7
0,
0
ding a floor produces a
nAlt1(— A
mess, as you must have
neiJsE-HFE
A41/$
‘
4
Seen if you watched
P4 Vl1"
your relative at work,
Take all the precautions
IS"

DRCOm 5
C. • .0

prd

The ins and outs of cramped crawl spaces
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
The crawl space
under a house can be a
constant source of irritation. And usually is.
Although building
codes usually specify
how much space there
should be between the
bottom of the floor joists
and the ground, it never
seems to be enough
when the times comes to
fit in there. Even when
entrance to the area is
possible without too
much trouble, things get
very cramped when
tools must be used in
order to make a repair.
There are also regulations for the amount of
ventilation that is required to prevent the
crawl space from
generating high humidity and excessive condensation, a combination that causes all sorts
of problems. Generally,
there should be one
square foot of vent area
for each 1,500 square
feet provided there is a
moisture seal, with one
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Illinois lottery winner would be 'bored' if not working
became the biggest lot
numbers 2, 3. 10. 26. xi sister
tery winner in history is and 43 — the combina-All we want to do is
heading back to his tion drawn Saturday pay off our bills," he
$20,000-a-year job at a night in the state's cash- said. "After that we'll
check-printing company swollen weekly Lotto sit down and decide
Wednesday, he said
game, Illinois Lottery what to do with it."
The fact that he'll get $2 officials announced
He may use his riches
million a year for 20 Monday.
to buy Chicago Cub
years "hasn't begun to
At a news conference, baseball tickets. Witsink in yet "
Makowski said he'll tkowski said. "Maybe
Wittkowski was the share the prize with his now I'll have money for
only person to pick the father, brother and playoff tickets."
The Lotto game went
three weeks without a
winner, and frenzied
ticket buying by people
from as far away as
California and New
Jersey swelled the
ACROSS
39 Condensed
Answer to Previous Puzzle
jackpot to the
ffwAsture
monumental levels.
00000 00000
41 Deep yearning
1 Chapeaus
Lottery superinten42 Swill
5 Outfit
000000
000000
9 Flying mammal 44 Part of "to be
dent Michael Jones said
0
0000
WOMM
46 infinite duration
12 Landed
2,020 players matched
00 WOMU0 M00
48 Parts of
13 Girl's name
five out of the six
skeleton
*4 Macaw
000
M0000
WM
51 Winter vehicle
numbers drawn Satur15 Cubic meters
0000 C1000000
52 Sum up
17 Sign on door
day night, and each will
53
Note
ot
scale
0000
M000
18 Short sleep
receive $1,569.50. He
55 Empower
19 Demons
000000 00000
said 103,652 players
59 Diocese
21 Popes scarf
A
II 00000 000U
60 Fish sauce
23 Return to the
62 Diving bird
00 00000 OMU
scene
63 Transgress
000 0000 00
27 Article
6.4 Fuel
28 Heavenly being 65 Sinks in middle
UMW= 000000
29 Solemn promise
U0000 00000
DOWN
31 Shoemakers
tool
I Possesses
9 Fru t
6 Printer s
34 Kind of type
2 in music, nigh
10 Sea in Russia
measure
abbr
3 Stalemate
11 Str p of cloth
7 Southern
35 Musical
4 Bands of color
16 Use
compositions
blackbird
5 Canadian park
Dr. Phillip Tibbs, Pro20
Men of learning
38 Cooled lava
8 City in Nevada
and peninsula
fessor of Accounting at
22 Sun god
Murray State Universi23 Foray
24 Heraldry
ty, will be presented
grafted
with a Certificate of
25 Symbol for
Meritorious Community
silver
Service by the Internal
26 Decay
Revenue Service for his
30 Rabbit
enclosure
work in the Volunteer
32 Linger
Income Tax Assistance
33 Lord's wife
(VITA) Program. The
36 Born
Certificate has been
37 Footwear
established as an ex40 Roam
43 Greek letter
pression of the IRS
45 Maine abbr
Commissioner's per47 Choose
sonal appreciation for
48 Foundation
exemplary contribu49 River in
tions to the VITA
Germany
50 Strike
Program.
54 Beverage
This is the first such
56 Neckpiece
presentation made to a
57 Piece of cut
VITA coordinator in
timber
Kentucky and will be
58 Abstract being
61 Babylonian
made by Raymond L.
deity
Rizzo, IRS District

CHICAGO (AP — A
$40 million lottery windfall might leave some
people singing, ''Take
This Job and Shove It.
but Michael Makowski
says he'll stay on as a
printer because "if I
just sat around counting
my money. I'd be
bored.
The 28-year-old who

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

matched four of the six
When be found out
numbers and will each he'd beaten the 3.5
million-to-1 odds, Witget $45 50
Jones reported that a tkowski said, he
record 31 7 million "jumped up and
tickets were sold for the screamed."
The winner, whose
drawing and at one
point were selling at a mother is deceased, aprate of 348 a second
peared at Monday's
Makowski, who has a press conference with
girlfriend and is plann- his father Frank, 56, a
trig to become engaged, foundry foreman,
said last week started brother Dan, 30, his
out like any other week
— he and his family
bought about $35 worth
of tickets, and he played
the same numbers he
always does
The family watched
the drawing on television at home. Wittkowski said that just
before the drawing, he
wrote his numbers on a
piece of paper, along
with the words "these
are my $40 million
numbers."

sister Eileen. 23, and his by Venero Pagano of
girlfriend. 22-year-old New York City
Spain's Christmas lotFran Pappas
"I think she pulled a tery, regarded as the
few strings," Wit- world's richest, offers
tkowski said of his $71 8 million, but the
mother, Edna, who died prize is divided among
scores of winners
about 10 years ago
The largest jackpot
previously won by one
Italy's Mount
person in North Vesuvius erupted in
America was $20 1631, killing 18,000
million, claimed in July persons.

-

By Abigail
Van Buren

Daughter Seeks a Church
Dr. Tibbs recognized To Go With Her Wedding
for volunteer tax aid

ME= MEW MAW
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MEM= ME MEM
MIMI EMMEN
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ME =MOMNU
MEM MOM =MEM
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MEMNNMEMMNIM
MEM MM. ME=
WEE ME= ME=

PEANUTS
PATRICIA?
yEsiap.A.

FASTEN YOUR SEAT
BELT, MA'AM HERE
I COME AGAIN

ev

NANCI
WHO WROTE THE
DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE'

(HISTORY ISNT
EXACTLY MY
\ FAVORITE

DO YOU HAVE. ANY
QUESTIONS AEOUT
JUNK FOOD?

GARFIELD

PLIK6COWCK!
MUCK!

MY RUBBER FRIEND,STRETCH ,
OBJECTS TO YOUR
CANNIBALISTIC WAYS

Director for Kentucky.
The presentation will
take place Thursday,
September 6, 1984 at
1:30 p.m. in the university president's office at
Wells Hall.
The VITA Program,
which is sponsored by
the IRS, assists low income and elderly taxpayers with their tax
return preparation. Dr.
Tibbs' work in this program has been an
outstanding example of
community service. His
volunteers are students
at Murray State University who take special tax
courses and operate the
VITA site under his immediate supervision.
Site facilities are provided by the university,
and all scheduling and
logistical arrangements
for the program are
handled by Dr. Tibbs.
He even handles his own
publicity for the
program.
In the last tax filing
period Dr. Tibbs'
volunteers helped over
500 taxpayers with their
tax returns. In addition
to helping taxpayers
from Murray, some people from nearby communities also came to
the VITA site for tax
help.
The IRS considers the
VITA Program as a
very important part of
its taxpayer assistance
effort, and the work of
Dr. Tibbs merits special
recognition.
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HEY, COOKIE, THI6
RUM CAKE TASTES LIKE
COUGN MEDICINE!

BLONDIE
EARLY
BOY, ACM Nr•Cl.1
THIS mORNING

2 .Notice

First Session
Tues.. Sept. 4
at Woodman
of the World
Day Camp
Function Bldg
on 641 N.
(former Murray
Gymnastics Center)
5:15 to 6:15
Mon., Toes and
Thurs. $30 per
month or $3 per
class.
Joy Thomas
Instructor
Go For It'

9.00x20 Used
Farm
Truck tires.
$20-$35
Call

Murray
Livestock &
Trailer Sales
753-5334

PHANTOM
- I THINK `4:2t.i Ti4Rew THOGE
DIAMONDS DOWN MINS. WELL 20 YEAR9

A60 DAvO. fnarrr? wNoa „
ar

DEAR IN: Many couples who
have been married in a civil
ceremony by a justice of the
peace choose to be married again
in a religious ceremony.
It need not be large to be
beautiful and memorable. Don't
deny Etta a church wedding. Be
glad she wants one,
•••

DEAR ABBY: Will you please tell
me why the three major networks
(ABC, CBS and NBC) treat us, the
listening/viewing public, as though
we are a bunch of illiterate morons?
After President Reagan or some
other dignitary has talked for 20 to
40 minutes, some newscaster comes
on for another half-hour to tell us
what was said. We are quite capable
of understanding English and do
not need an interpreter to tell us
what the speaker has already told
us.

CLASS/Fl
AEROBIC
EXERCISE

BEETLE BAILEY

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter,
"Etta," who is 22, went steady with
"Rick" for four years. He's 23, Five
months ago they drove to a distant
state,found employment and started
living together there. Last week
they phoned to say that they had
been married by a justice of the
peace. But listen to this: Etta says
she would like to come back home
next summer and have a big church
wedding like her sister had. She
says it's always been her dream to
walk down the aisle on her father's
arm.
My husband doesn't want to give
her a church wedding. He says since
she's already married, she doesn't
need a church wedding.
I tried to tell him it's not unusual
for couples who have been married
by a justice of the peace to get
married again in a church.
He says to write to Abby, and if
she says it's OK,he will compromise
and give Etta a small church
wedding.
What do you say, Abby?
IN THE MIDDLE

HAPP1
16TH
BIRTHDAY
SEPT. 3
GENA
HERNDON

2

I, for one, resent it! Care to
comment?
GEORGE KELLY,
DES PLAINES, ILL,

DEAR GEORGE:I don't resent
it. In fact, I find the interpretalions interesting.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I really identified
with "Outraged." whose son had a
completely different hair color than
her husband's and hers. I had the
same problem, but I thought it was
funny!
When I was pregnant with our
first child, we lived out in the suburbs
of Seattle, quite a distance from the
stores. A truck from a local bakery
came by twice a week. The driver
was a handsome man with very red
hair.
When our daughter was born, she
had flaming red hair—and a lot of
it! You should have seen the faces on
the neighbors when we brought her
home from the hospital! It was a
riot! Naturally, there must have
been recessive genes that picked up
the red hair back a generation or so
in both families. But it sure gave all
our neighbors a lot to talk about. It
didn't make me angry because, of
course, there was no guilt!
The funniest comment of all came
from the neighbor who said, "Boy,
when you get bread, you really get
bred!"
Tell "OtAaged" to just laugh it
off. People aren't trying to be mean
—the world is full of comedians!
REDHEAD'S MOTHER
•• •

your social life in a slump?
Lonely? Get Abby's updated,
revised and expanded booklet,
"How to Be Popular"—for people
of all ages. Send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to: Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.1

ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice

them
gr•w
We
ourselves. Big beautiful
"Mums"
Garden
hardy
$3.95 each.
Hottinsn's Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512
LYNDIA Cochran
Dance and GymnasUcs.
Register Now! 753-4647.
Z/LIASER wireless re•
mote video recorder
with 14 day programming. Only $8.00 week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530596.
THE Uptown Coffee
Shop and Deli would
like everyone to stop by
and try our complete
breakfast menu from
Western Omelet to fresh
Pastries. Our coffee
refills are always free.
Also for lunch, have a
deli sandwich made
specifically to your
preference from our
many selection of
meats, cheeses and
breads. So stop by and
enJor breakfast or lunch
from 7a.m.•5p.m.
Mon.•Fri., 9a m -2p.m.
Sat. Located next door
to Wallis Drug Store,
Main St. Special thanks
to all our customers
from Mr and Mrs
Edward Hudgins

Do you have:
A Weight Problem'
Diabetes?
High Blood Pressure'
We have an answer'
Call 753-7863
DART CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
(DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
7%3.2617

2 .Notice

Happy
Fourth
Birthday
Jennifer
Burkeen
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad-Buick

5. Lost and Found
LOST male Siamese
cat. In the vicinity of
Murray State College
Cts 762-4455
6 Help Wanted
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Reservationists,
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available Call 1.16191.
569.6315 for details. 24
hrs
EXCELLENT Income
for part-time home
assembly work. For
info. call 504.641.8003
Ext. 9047
FU'IL time RN or
for busy physian off'
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040 P. Murray.
LAB Technician, par(
time. 20 hrs week,
hours flexible for
physian office. Send
resume to P0 Box 1040
R. Murray.

6. Help Wanted
MANAGER needed
immed., local part-time
work, to $800 month
(714) 530-0621
MATURE lady to stay
In home with elderly
lady. 753-3161 or
753-3171.
MONEYMAKING
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information, Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept " A
Box 54, New Concord.
Ky. 42076.
NEED extra cash!'
Earn super money,
have fun, make new
friends Demonstrate
Toys and Gifts till
Thanksgiving_ Samples
are FREE. We train.
Phone 753-3693 after
ART-time Kennel help
at Veterinary Clinic.
Must have own transportation. be dependable, trust worthy, hard
worker. Hours 6:30a.m.
to 8: 30a.m. Send re•
some to P.0 Box 1040
V. Murray.
1-5nCESS MAIL! $75 per
hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
Immediately. Details.
sendself-addressed
stamped envelope to CRIN41. Box 9014, Stuart. FL
33496.
RN Supervisory position available for the
days shlft position. Full
time with every
weekend scheduled off.
Excellent salary and
benefits available.
Apply in person at Care
Inn. Mayfield or call
247-0200.
THE Ken Bar Inn
Resort and Club needs
professional eommis•
sion sales people to sell
club membership•
Prospects furnished,
excellent working conditions. Must be en•
ergic. enthuslatic and
clean cut. Potential
earnings $35,000 per
year. Call Larry Stater.
9-6 daily. 802-8/13-ea2
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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Help Wanted

IS. Articles frar

MATURE clepenable lady
to babyett part Urne Can
753-9687.

9

Situation

Wanted

HOUSECLEANING
Excellent work Have
references 753-2368
WOULD like to take
care of sick or elderly
person Five days and
week. HIM per month
Phone 527-3474
WANT job caring for
anyone hospitalized or
homebound
Have
transportation and re•
ferences 3 years experience Willing to
work 7a.m.. p m
Monday through Friday
Will also do
housecleaning. Will also
clean offices, churches
Will also address malt
telephone solicitor. Call
anytime, 753-7129.
10 Business Opportunity

Sale

24

MUST SELL IT! 2
chairs. $5 2 bed box
spring. $6 or 14 Super 8
automatic movie
camera with film and
battery. $145 Some
canning Jars, $3 50 a
box Much. Much More
See Mr Cathey at
Druthers on Wednesday
10a.m. to Ila.m or call
on Saturday 11:30a m
to 12:00p.m. only 7536218
NOW you can own a
complete Satellite An•
tenna System for only
$12_50/week. Clayton's
Satellite T.V. Sales and
Service. 753-7575

Office Furniture
New shipment from
New York
Partial List Wood Chippendale desk, Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of metal
desk, chairs, files,
tables,
bookcases.
folding tables, excellent
quality and condition
CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442 4302

"CASH MONEY.- 825,
000 a year part time
Your complete investment under $50. Receive spendable cash
after 24 bra Perfectly
Legal unlimited cash
program
Work at
16. Home Furnishings
home-simple and fun
Not a get rich quick
ATTENTION.
Look No
scheme. For free information write to: Further For Your
FINANCIAL Housewhole Needs
FREEDOM; 9071 Met- Bamboo, Dinette 6
calf, Suite 426, Dept. chairs, sold new for
465: Overland Park, KS $1,200, ONLY $495. Solid
Cherry Dinette Set,
68212
CHRISTIAN Bookstore Hutch, Buffet, table and
chairs, top shape,
6
for sale Serious inquiries only. Call 753. 5995. Also maple table
and 6 chairs, 5175. Plus
2769 or 527-8433.
MR Sale 5-car shop, 1 many other nice items.
mile south of Murray. Fine 30 and 20 inch
Electric Stoves. Like
Call 759-4845.
new Refrigerator FrostFree. Plus other kitchen
Male More Money Wodon9
dinette sets, Cide Mill.
Overseas In Countries Lea
Old Wood Cooking
Kuwait.
Saud; Arabia.
Stove. Many other inVenezuela, Etc Also Positions
teresting items. At
Are Available In Northern
ELLIOTT'S FURNIRegions of Canada Meta And
TURE, 408 Main,
The North Sem Penhinentlern
Murray, Ky.
porary Waters Needed Are
WESTERN style couch
Tredespeople. Laborers. Prof..
and chair, 5100. Kitchen
uoneis Etc For Fug Information
table and chairs for $50.
Send A Sell-Add sssss
759 9428 or 753-4454.
Stamped Envelope To:
Overseas Dept 5032.
22. Musical
701 Washington Street,
Buffalo 8 Y
BLNDY Clarinet and
14205. USA
misc, sheet music, good
condition, $100. 762-2759.
GOOD
used Signef
14. Want to Buy
Flute. Also 2 pair girls
QUILTS, old
Bes( Middle School Band
prices paid. 759-4620.
pants, size 7 Junior.
USED weed eater. Musf 753-5838 after 6p.m.
be gas power and able
to take a blade. Call 24. Miscellaneous
753-3711.
NISI-1Ikt 10 speed
WANTED to buy: Harbikes. Best offer. 759dwood timber. Call
9797 after 5p.m.
753-0338,
3 PC. Bassett BR suite,
25" color Quasar, set of
15. Articles for Sale
golf clubs with bag.
WINDOW air con. 759-1867.
ditioner. 753-6719.
SOLID Railroad Ties. $11
DORM size refrigera- and up. 753-2905 or
tor, $50. 759-9676
435-4343 or 435-4319.
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Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

Apts for Rent
BLOCK from MSL
campus, $160 per
month. 753-2649 or 7531914.
1 BR furnished apt, air,
121 North next to Fair
Grounds. No pets. Call
753-3139.
2 BR brick duplex,
partially furnished,
plenty of parking,
married couples only,
no pets. $225 per month.
753-6931.
2 BR furnished apt.
near downtown and
large 1 BR apt. 420 S.
8th. Lease and deposit
required. No pets.
Adults only. 753.9208
after 4p.m.
Frik1CSHED 1 BR apt.
near downtown Murray.
753-4109. 762-6650, 436.
2844.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
32

CAP srenEo

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR house, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
304 South 11th. 753-2864
after 5 p.m. or
weekends.
2 STORY 3 BR unfurnished, city utilities,
half basement. 9300
month plus deposit.
502.369-8958 after 5p.m.
E.D.T.
BR house. 1639 Miller
in Murray, 492-8225.

COFFEE WHOLESALE ROUTE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
CAN SET OWN HOURS
($3000 Investment)

INCOME OF $40,000 YR. UP

••'

...
•

Interviews granted ONLY to pre-screened applicants sub,
meting (AT TIME OF RESPONDING) ALL the following
(II Time satiable to lafve• accounts IDays. Evenings,
Weekends1
121 INCLUDE Proof of required 53000 for inventory NOW
IN BANK at time of responding to ad
131 Yee Car and Phone Number
Write Boo 1040A c/o this paper

Business Rentals
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For Rent or Lease
10'xll' ROOM for renf
inside a business Call
after 5p.m. 435.4229 or
474-2308.
FOR LEASE or sale Spacious home on large
lot at 1100 sycamore, 3
BR, 2 baths, full basement. $350 per month.
LAKE BARKLEY
REALTY, Cadiz 9245361. Locally call 4362415.

Place Your Crassified
Across Kentucky
for just

$99
(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified'Today!
Contact
The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

37 Livestock-Supphes
RIDGEWO
STABLES
Horses
boarded. Stalls and
pasture space available $20 per month
753-3010
38

Pets Supplies

MINIATLItr
Cockapoos and 1
Bassett Hound Also
Terrier mix Berl' dog.
Can be seen at B.3
Coach Estates after
3p m
1 BEAGLE Puppies
Call 753-0825 after 6p m
WEEK old Beagles
pups. Call 436-2902 or
753.9908
AKC Basset pups Also
AKC Beagle puppies
Call 489-2599.
CANARIES, 3 pale will
sell separately or in
pairs. Cockatiels, 1
tame. 1 talking 436-2318
2-10p m

46

Homes

for Sale

Campers

51

LARGE shady lot 405
North 7th, two story, 4
BR, 2 baths, living room
has fireplace large
dining room outside
storage building large
garden space Priced In
$30's John Randolph
Realty and Auction
Oampani 753-5661
REDTICED Will consider contract nice
starter or retirement
home 2 BR 242 acres 7
miles 280 East 436-2802

HOLIDAY camper. 30',
completely self contained, excellent condi•
lion Call 750-1887
52

Boats-Motors
17-7M-Mr7r-4
h p Mercury motor,
trolling motor. 6900
762-4797
14
Polarcraft Jon
Boat. 20 h p. Mercury
motor, depth finder.
trolling motor. $1,000
Also sliding camper,
$600 753-8560
LOWRANCE depth
finder. Also electric
sewing machine 436.
5481
18' MARK Twain, open
bow, 165 Merc i/
Boat good condition
mechanically excellent.
$5,995 Call 753.7322

irr

47

Motorcycles
1073 650 SPECIAL low
miles, good condition
Can be seen at 412B
North 5th St
1978 HONDA 50, good
condition. Call 753-6331.
1 9 8 2 750 YAMAHA
Virago with sport fair,
ing, low mileage. 2
helmets and cover included Will negotiate.
753-3534
43 Real Estate
1962 YAMAHA Virago
920. 3,xxx miles. $2,000.
Call 753-4606 after 4p.m.
95 ACRES with re
modeled farm house 1983 HONDA 1.-.e5, exoutbuildings.
Will cellent condition, only
and 3
1,300 miles, $3.000 or
sell or trade for any
thing. 474-13884.
consider trade 753-7627
after 5:30
1984 200X 3-Wheeler,
STROUT
excellent condition,
REALTY
complete rebuilt en•
rne. 753-5216
WHEELER and Dirf
Bike Repair Call after
1..ou Ann Phipot 753-8843
5p m LAW ATV SerWayne Wilson 753-5088
vice. 753-9348
Joe L. Kennon 438-5678
1912 Coldwater Road
48 Auto Services
Murray, Kentucky 42071
GOOD Reconditioned
1502) 753-0186
Auto Batteries.
Anytirne
guaranteed!
$15 exJOE L. KENNON
change Call 753-3711
Broker
Licensed Bonded
49
Used Cars

7

29 Heating and Cooling
KING Wood Heaters for
mobile homes UL approved, $299 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris

33. Rooms for Rent
AIR Conditioned Sleep.
ing Rooms. 759.4952
between 5p.m.•10p.m.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

.•

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
12x80 ALL electric. I
BR, good condition
Moving must sell. Call
753-6505 or 753-5484.
12x60 COMPLETELY
furnished, $6.000. Also
corner lots in Almo
Heights with 2 block
buildings which we will
sell with or without the
trailer. 10x50 furnished
trailer. $2,000. 753-8660
14 x 65 NEW Moon
mobile home. 2 BR, 2
bath, central hia 7536420.
1974 NEW Moon, 12x65,
central heat and air.
extras. Priced reduced
Call 437-4703.
1978 SCHULTZ 14)(65. I
BR. partly furnished on
approximately 3 acres
with 2 car shop, 24
southwest of Murray
753-7627.
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
BR 10x40 trailer. Near
Murray. $150/month.
354-8795.
'FtrATLTR for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer et

ALPINE.
MVOS MOM tip PIONEER

Light. pleasant high profit. stable business restocking
(frorn car) local outlets with the most OUTSTANDING
NAME IN COFFEE INDUSTRY 75 year old product, stock
et by every major food store in U S A end locally. is COM
surn•Dd many times daily by the thousends in this arta, and
enjoys lifetime repeat business
Consists of collecting for product sold and replenishing
inventory
Must aspire up to

Miscellaneous

SOUND System for rent
for private parties Call
753-6278 after 4p m

a

1073 CAMARO, p.s..
p b air. AM-FM radio.
350
engine. automatic.
45 Farms for Sale
Needs body work.
87 ACRES Farm bottom Mechanically sound.
land with good tobacco 753-6325 or 753-4995
after
barn_ Has 1 8/10 acres 5 .m.
of dark fired tobacco 1974
CATALINA Pon.
base planted in beans tiac,
runs good. 8350.
this year. Located at. 753-5636.
Bell City. Priced
$35.000. Call 382-2868 1975 EL Camino, p.s.,
p.b., air, AM-FM cassafter 7p.m.
ette with topper, 1964
Chevrolet to rebuild or
46. Homes for Sale
for parts. 759-1867.
2 STORY frame house.
191 BUICK Sky Hawk,
2-4 BR, 1 bath, fruit
o.s., p.b., ac.. AM-FM
trees, good shape, fen- 8-Track,
good condition.
ced for calf or hogs, Best
offer. 753-5944 or
outbuildings and smoke
759-9890.
house. Farmington
area. 34 5.259 7 after 1976 OLDS Cutlass, p.b..
p.s.. tilt. cruise. AM-FM
5p.m.
stereo cassette, $950.
3 R. garage, workshop
354-8746 after 5p.m.
attached. approx. ;h
acre lot with garden 1976 VOLKSWAGEN
spot, 2 large out Rabbit. 59,xxx miles.
red, good running coninterior
completely remodeled dition, $1,000. 247-1546
530p.m.
after
Including builtin
bookcase, range, bar, 1977 CAPRI Chevrolet,
corner china cabinet. certified mileage 41,xxx
and garbage disposal. miles, loaded all opHas built in front porch. tions, new tires, like
Fully carpeted with new, replacement with
wood heat or has access new car would cost
to natural gas. 200 amp $14,000. 1982 Caprice 2
electric service. Call ton, fully equipted. 498after 5p.m weekdays or 8715 or 408-8739,
anytime weekends. 492- 1977 CHEVETTE. red,
8126 or 492-8526. Priced ac., AM/FM cassette,
good condition. 61,700.
in the twenties.
of Murray and 762-2758.
1978
DATSUN 280 Z.
FmHA repossed houses.
Murray Calloway Home, 759-1274. Office,
County Realty, 304 753-4703,
North 12th St. 753-8146 1981 PONTIAC LJ,
sharp, low mileage.
or Ron Talent 753-9894.
BY owner, leaving $6,500. 753-4647.
area, must sell. 3 BR. 1983 BUICK Regal 2 Dr.
1 14 bath, fireplace. Limited, loaded with
equipped kitchen, 2 car 10,xxx miles. Call 753carport, less than 1 year 7785.
old. Gatesborough area.
50.Used Trucks
Low $50's. Call 759.4587.
ENJOY country living
1975 Ford Ranger
close to town and for
sale by owner custom
F-100 4x4. Power
built 3 BR home. 2 Steering,
Power
ceramic tile baths, with
Brakes, Air Condimarble vanity tops,
tioning,
New Paint,
marble window sills
New Rebuilt Engine,
throughout house. Attached 2.car garage
VV20.000 Actual
with automatic door
Miles. Excellent Conopener, redwood deck
dition and RespecCentral heat and air.
table Price Can Be
Located on large lot 1
Seen At 1400 Vine
block off Hwy. 94 West
just outside city limits.
St. Call 753-4783
Priced in the upper
after 5 p.m. ask for
$50's. Must be seen to
David. Must Sell Now,
appreciate. 753-9977.
LAREVIEW Home in 1970 RANCHERO. p.a.,
Pine Bluff Shores. 3 BR, p.b., air, automatic.
2 bath, big living room runs nice. $650. Call
with fireplace, front 753-6505 or 753-5464
porch and sun deck,
1072 EL Camino, exceldouble car garage with lent
condition and care,
work shop. $53,000. 502350 engine, mags, stereo
436-2877 or 314-479-3845.
speakers, local, 57,XXX
miles
753-8585
evenings
FOR SALE 1979 DODGE ConverBy Owner $31,000 2
sion Van, 318 automatic,
bedroom house, choice
ps. pb. a.c Nice
corner shaded lot, large
Priced to sell. Sell at
kitchen, utility room,
S 16th St or call
1104
completely re decorated
753-8124
inside and out Carpet
1980 CUSTOMIZED
and drapes Insulated
Ford Van, 55,xioc miles.
new storm windows
standard with overand gutters Low cost
drive, excellent condigas heat. air condition. $5,600 753-0195
tioner. ceiling tans in liv
1981 GINC Pickup,
ing room and kitchen
35.xxx miles Work
753-4703 Home 759-1274
Ready to live in Possible
3rd bedroom upstairs
51
Campers
1400 Sycamore Corner
1070 SHASTA Trailer
of Woodlawn Murray
MUST SELL. $800 or
Ky Cell 759 1967
best offer. 438.245.5 after
430.

53

Services Offered

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA a p
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
TOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8505 or 492-8704.
JOINER'S Tree Ser
vice. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry, P.A. Molony,
7 5 3 • 8 6 2 8 . Free
Estimates.

53. Services Offered

53

Services Offered

ROOFING
Cell
ik
David
Cath•y
For
Free
rEstimcif•

435.4354
After 6 P.M.
WE do painting inside
and out. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-8113 or
753-3315 Ask for Rick.
WE repair, buy and self
used air conditioners.
Call 753-9104.
Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call WM Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Boom Boom Fireworks has done it
again. Blasted off with Jackson's
Auto Parts, same building.
American made.
Carburetor kits, $5.44 and up.
Brake shoes, $10.30 and up. Brake
shoes and pads, $23.95 and up. UJoints, $5.44 and up.
JACKSON AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 641
South Hazel, TN
Open 7 days a week, 7-5
489-8191

SW YKOS Oilfired

53

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Murray's
BAILEY'S FARM
only professional Car
LUMBER
pet Cleaning Company
For all your
witn over 12 years
continuous local service
out building needs
using the most powerful
759 1099
cleaning system made
Comm of Industrial Rd
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers
TREE Work, complete
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture removal, topping ana
free Free estimates, 24 I rimming. Ex
perienced Reasonable
hour service 753-5827
rates Call 753 0211
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE guaranteed
write
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
SwgdC200
r kAC1 TOe' nnW:Mt
t:urra9yUai
call
ereaCkoetoddr1RgCb
-44
CR:a8I2
:
MCSFInt. 70
a:
271,26eKtBoen°onVitxY:
ORNAMENTAL and 44fli
Wrought Iron Porch
Posts and Hand Rails
Aluminum and Vinyl
(and portable Welding
siding and Aluminum
Service), Call 15021
trim for all houses. It
753-5425. STALLS OR
stops painting.
NAMENTAL AND
Jack Glover
WROUGHT IRON,
753-1873
Murray, Ky.
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PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
• ma ESTIMATES.
BLOCK Building,
basements, garages,
footing, floors, drive
ways Also brick work,
large or small fobs 24
years experience 753
5476,
CUSTOM Bushhogging
Call 474 8091
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 7533311
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOMr
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es
timates. Days 753 6973,
flights 471 2276.

APPLIANCE S E R
VICE, Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
...Whirlpool 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5111 St
7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 8 8 86
(home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
24 hr.
and electric ranges,
microwaves, Cis
hwashejs, re
frigerators, etc Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
55 Feed and Seed
5341.
FOR Sale. Ky 31 Fes
cue 95.75 Germination
30 cents lb. 901-642-8544
ROOFING
days, 901-642-8542 or
Free
642-7482 evenings.

Stubblefield
Electric
Service
759-4899

Estimates
753-5459 or
753-8072

56

Free Column

FREE to a good home 4
month old male mixed
breed dog 759-9676

()flaws
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
• CUSTOM BOLT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PERCES Drop Sn • Sop Our Dloploy •
•

Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940.
est•
•••••••••••••• ••••

• 1212

fof

riARK

Emily Ann Honey
Granddaughter of

-

Can & Norma
Laughner
Betty & Keith Hone

Miranda Jade Undorwood

cti)

Granddaughter of

Mrerny K. Alexander

R J & Shirley McDouga'
Martha Underwood & the
late Stacy Underwood

I

Grandson of
Hugh and WaPana
Alexander

Sunday, Sept. 9, 1984
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in The Ledger
and Times on Friday, Sept. 7, 1984.
•
Name of Grandparents
Photo
Name of Child

Cost $5.00 each

Extra copies of paper available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned after page appears in paper. Deadline
for copy - Sept. 5, 1984

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 34.875
Opened
Today
341.75
Down
• 7.40

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
7.51
Opened
7.22
Todey

Down

.29

I

-COUPONPlease insert my Grandchild (s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

?
R Enclosed $5.00 per photo or bill me at the following
address.
n Name: .
15
Address
Mail To: The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071
s IDA",
f-3PA
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Grocery prices dip during August

OBITUARIES
Thompson
s
Neu mann'
dies; rites
rites to be
on Thursday at church
Roy Thompson, 78,
Memorial services for
L-2 Southside Manor, Virgil (Leo) Neumann
Murray, died Monday at
will be Wednesday at 11
6.45 p.m at the Murray- a.m, at the Immanuel
Calloway County Lutheran Church, 15th
Hospital. He had been and Main Streets.
hospitalized since Aug.
The Rev. Clarence
26 after being injured in
Helmich will officiate.
an automobile accident.
Interment will be in
He had retired in
Alpine. Calif., following
January 1972 from the the memorial service
Murray Division of the
here.
Tappan Co. He was a
Mr. Neumann, 40,
member of the Sugar died in a one-car acciCreek Baptist Church.
dent on U.S. 68 in MarBorn June 13, 1906, in shall County on ThursCalloway County, he day, Aug. 30.
was the son of the late
The deceased
Ewing Thompson and operated Leo's Jewelry
Henretta Barnett Repair at 404 North 12th
Thompson.
St., Murray. He had
Survivors are one
moved to Murray in 1981
daughter, Mrs. Wells after residing in El CaSue ) Hargis, Bossier jon, Calif., for many
City, La.; one son, years.
Ronald Thompson and
He was born Aug. 1,
wife, Joyce, Louisville; 1944, in Minnesota. but
one sister, Mrs. Vannie had moved to El Cajon
Hurt, 1203 Vine St., Mur- at an early age.
ray; three brothers,
Two brothers, HerAlfred Thompson and man Neumann and GorElvin Thompson, Rt. 3, don Neuman, both of El
and Ivan Thompson, 509 Cajon, survive.
South Ninth St.,
Murray.
His seven grandchildren are Butch
Thompson and Mrs.
Ricky (Paulette)
Woodall, Rt. 2, Dexter,
Services for Ronnie
Ms. Pam Thompson, Rt.
8, Murray, Mrs. Roger Dunn will be Wednesday
(Renee) Hendon, Rt. 4, at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Murray, Ms. Tina the Max Churchill
Thompson, Murray, Funeral Home. The
Miss Michelle Hargis Rev, Kendrick Lewis
and Terry Hargis, will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Bossier City, La. Six
great-grandchildren Calvin Todd, Howrd
Todd, Mike Todd, Steve
also survive.
The funeral will be Todd, Terry Todd, Mike
Thursday at 2 p.m. in Eldridge and Don Hernthe chapel of the Max don. Burial will follow in
Churchill Funeral the Coles Camp Ground
Home. The Rev. Gerald Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Owen will officiate.
Burial will follow in the funeral home after 6
the ElmGrove p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Dunn, 35, Rt. 2,
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Murray, died Sunday at
the funeral home after 3 6:04 p.m. after having
been stricken with a
p.m. Wednesday.
heart attack while
water skiing on Kentucky Lake near the Irvin Cobb Resort.
The deceased, a Vietnam veteran, was an inThe funeral for Callie dustrial engineer for the
C. Williams will be Laminex Co. of
Wednesday at 11 a.m, in Charlotte, N.C. He was
the chapel of the Auble a graduate of Murray
Funeral Home, Orrville, State University and a
member of the Bethel
Ohio.
Burial will follow in United Methodist
the Crown Hill Church.
Born Oct. 3, 1948, in
Cemetery at Orrville.
Blalock -Coleman Calloway County, he
Funeral Home was in was the son of Riley
charge of local Dunn and Maxine Arnold Dunn, the latter
arrangements.
Mr. Williams, 86, Rt. having died in 1978.
Survivors are his
2, Murray, died Sunday
at 3:25 a.m, at the wife, Mrs. Linda NorMurray-Calloway Coun- man Dunn, and one
ty Hospital. He was a daughter, Miss
member of the Seventh Veronica Dunn, Rt. 2;
and Poplar Church of his father, Riley Dunn,
Murray; one sister,
Christ.
He is survived by his Mrs. Charles Dale (
wife, Mrs. Hallie Smith Eva 1 Bynum, Rt. 3; his
Williams, to whom he mother-in-law, Mrs. Luwas married on Jan. 1, dean Norman, Rt. 2,
1967; one daughter, Murray.
Mrs. Otto Metz. Marshallville, Ohio; three
sons, B111 Williams and
Bob Williams,
Federsl-Slore Market Nem Service
Doylestown, Ohio, and Tureday, Seetrearker 4. 111114.
Joe Williams, Lorenia, limerick,rename Ares Beg Marker
Papal losimar 6 aging Omar
Texas; one step.081.1* a.t, LESL Me Damen
daughter, Mrs. Harold •Gale .71.LAI WU,Own miler kr•
1.4e higfer
Om..11 Meer wee=
Turner, Murray.
MAMMA,
US 1-11 view as—
mem Mee
Also surviving are one
1147.11141.711
/Mk
sister, Mrs. Earl Col- us II sie-no
Sailaa1.18
Melee b.
US
sriss-eass
man; one brother, US S-8 Warm Sim
John Williams; 28 Sem
SI11.461•66
T.111 I.S 17•Vie Ian
iTandchildren; 40 great- UV IS las-461 Oa
SOIL664.0
1111.6141.61
;randchildren ; three US I., 481640611186.
6161.1.47.16
US II Maas'la
;reat-great- Us Is 11/16401 CCs.
7./1•14,./
C—,.4116.111111-14
grandchildren

Grocery prices, rever- Michael K. Evans, who
sing course from the heads an economic
previous month, dipped forecasting firm in
Frances Harkins, 0 7 percent during
Washington. "We did
Mystic, Conn., and Mrs
August, according to the have a run-up in pork
Susan Garber, River- monthly Associated
prices last month, but
ton, Wyo., one son, Press marketbasket
thatAvas seasonal."
Frank Colonese, Jr , survey
Pork prices
Hartford, Conn
During July, prices skyrocketed an average
Fifteen grandchildren had surged 3 percent,
of 14.9 percent during
and three great- primarily because of a
July This past month,
grandchildren also jump In the price of pork
they dropped 1.9 persurvive.
chops and butter.
cent Chopped chuck fell
Funeral services were
In the latest survey, 4.2 percent during
conducted at Adzima prices fell in seven cities
August.
Funeral Home in Derby, an average of 3.2 per"We'll also come to
Conn.
cent. They rose in five see some downward
cities an average of 2.8 pressure during the next
percent. Prices in one few months because of
city, Boston, remained the bountiful harvest
She is survived by her
unchanged.
this year. Perhaps in the
husband, Charles
This time around, (API survey that may
Rhodes; one daughter,
chop—
and
pork
chops
have already started,"
Mrs. Shirley
Beauchamp, Boaz; two ped chuck — fell. Butter Evans said.
again,
climbed
prices
A drop in corn and
sons, James H. Mannslowly. •
soybean prices would
Psducah, and but more
ing
juice was tend to lower prices for
And
orange
William Ralph Mannmore expensive, while meat and other foods, he
ing, Nashville, Tenn.;
egg prices continued said.
five grandchildren; five
their decline.
"I think it looks quite
great-grandchildren.
"I think food prices good," he said of the inI
don't
stabilizing.
are
flation picture. "These
Also surviving are one
brother, Albert Lee know if they actually figures are reassuring
down," said in the sense that rising
went
West, Lynn Grove, and
four stepsisters, Mrs.
Minnie Howard, Mrs.
Eula Armstrong and
Mrs. Lucille Jones, all
of Murray, and Mrs.
Trudy Miller of Kaler,

Local woman's mother dies
Mrs. Annette Col.
onese, 78, mother of
Mrs. Donald (Teresa(
Burke of Murray, died
Saturday at 3 a.m at the
Derby Griffin Hospital,
Derby, Conn.
She is survived by her
husband, Frank Colonese, Derby, Conn.,
four daughters, Mrs
Burke, Murray, Mrs.
Elaine Andrews, Oxford, Conn , Mrs

Mrs. Rhodes rites Monday
Services for Mrs.
Rena Delorus Rhodes
were Monday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah
Marlin
Rohrbaugh officiated.
Burial was in the
Mount Kenton
Cemetery.
Mrs. Rhodes, 75, Rt. 1,
Boaz, died Friday morning at her home.
Born in Dixon Springs, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late
William Harrison and
Maud Howard Harrison.
She was a member of
the Central Church of
Christ.

Bus of Hank Williams, Jr., seized

Dunn's rites Mrs. Watson's funeral held
The funeral for Mrs.
She is survived by her
Wednesday Mary
Elizabeth Watson husband, Dwight L.

Williams'
rites planned

Hog market

.

•
.(M)' ‘,f;',,,trelAtil:Volt,±"„„ raftr"

food prices would be a American Express in
trigger that could lead New York, cited a
to higher prices in the severe freeze in Florida
second half of the year." earlier this year that cut
Butter rose 1.2 per- the season's estimated
cent after jumping 4.6 production of orange
percent in the previous juice concentrate by
month.
about 37 percent. In adCharles Shaw, an dition, he said, orange
agriculture economist juice demand was up.
with the U.S. DepartEgg prices fell an
ment of Agriculture in average 2.8 percent, not
Washington, said: "This including Detroit, where
Is the time of year when the price of a dozen eggs
milk production and plummeted from an
therefore the amount of unusual high of 81 98 in
milk available for the July to 63 cents.
manufacture of butter,
Evans attributed the
cheese, what have you, fall in egg prices to a
declines seasonally. In "returning to normal."
addition, we have the The avian flu had
'milk diversion' pro- decimated flocks earlier
gram which is in place, this year, causing a big
cutting back on milk jump in egg prices.
production."
The Associated Press
A third factor, he said, drew up a random list of
is the current, increas- 15 commonly purchased
ing consumption.
food and non-food items,
Orange juice rose an checked the price at one
average 4.4 percent.
supermarket in each of
Seth Diamond, who .13 cities on March 1,
follows the industry for 1973, and has rechecked
the investment firm on or about the start of
Shearson Lehman - each succeeding month.

was Monday at 2 p.m. at Watson, to whom she
the Spring Creek Bap- was married on April 8,
tist Church where she 1939; two daughters,
Mrs. Larry (Jobeth)
was a member.
The Rev, Hal Shipley England and Mrs. Billy
and the Rev. Joe (Yvette) Pyle, Murray;
Johnson officiated. two sons, Dwight Daniel
Music was by Darrell Watson, Newport, R.I.,
Gibson, soloist, with and David Johnson WatJoyce Gibson as accom- son and wife, Lisa, Rt. 2.
panist. Mr. Gibson also
Also surviving are her
led congregational sing- mother, Mrs. Obera
ing with Wynona Brim Johnson, Murray; her
five grandchildren,
as pianist.
Pallbearers were Amy Pyle, Lori
David Feagin, Daniel England, Wesley
Feagin, John Warren England, Emily Pyle
Nix, Timmy Stone, Dan- and Heather Watson.
ny Cunningham and
Three surviving
Terry Lee.
Burial was in the sisters are Mrs. Sue
church cemetery with Outland and Mrs. Bill
arrangements by the (Betty) Williams, MurBlalock -Coleman ray, and Mrs. Ed
(Wilma) Wiser, FairFuneral Home.
Mrs. Watson,62, Rt. 2, field, Ill.
died Saturday at 6:30
Four surviving
p.m. at the Murray- brothers are Charles D.
Calloway County Johnson, Hugh Edward
Hospital.
-Johnson, and James S.
Born Sept. 28, 1921, in Johnson, all of Murray,
Calloway County she and Joe Pat Johnson,
was the daughter of Mayfield.
Obera Jones Johnson
Her parents-in-law,
and the late T.D. Mr. and Mrs. Lexie WatJohnson,
son, also survive.

LAKELAND, Fla.
(AP) — Country music
star Hank Williams Jr.
was "a perfect
gentleman" when his
customized touring bus
was seized in lieu of a
$98,606 civil court claim,
authorities said.
"As far as I know I've
got his van," Bobby
Womble, civil division
supervisor for the Polk
County sheriff's office,
said Monday night. "If
he's paid it out I'm not
aware of it."
In January, an
Orange County jury
awarded $98,606 to a
Kissimmee promotions

company that accused
Williams of breach of
contract when he failed
to show up for an April
1982 outdoor concert.
"We're between a
rock and a hard place,"
Womble told the band
Friday when the bus
was confiscated as collateral. "I hope you
understand."

scheduled.
Williams, 35-year-old
son of legendary singer
and songwriter Hank
Williams, was "upset to
start with," but after
Womble explained, he
was a "perfect
gentleman. The whole
band were perfect

SPECIAL — Large B.B.Q. and French Fries

The bus was then
sandwiched between
two patrol cars at a
hotel north of Lakeland,
where the band was
staying. The band's concert at the Lakeland
Civic Center went on as

1.99

Good Aug. 31-Sept 6

Miss World has baby

in from outside the
country, but now the
callers are relatives —
not agents — asking
about her new baby,
2-week-old Andres
Alberto del Pino.
The 24-year-old from
Santo Domingo, the 1982
Miss World, moved to
this northwest Dallas
suburb with her husband, marketing executive Alberto del
Phone calls still pour Pino, six weeks ago.
"Now I hope my life
stays like this for at
least a year," she said,
recalling the fast pace
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
of her reign, when she
visited 18 countries,
caught planes nearly
.9.28
I.B.M.
122% •% every day and worked
Industrial Average
.
16% +% as a model.
Air Products
Jerrie° .... .
4744 .44
"I never thought I
Apple Computer
Johnson & Johnson
1
4
26/
1
4
331
/
4 •/
could win," she said
American Telephone
18% .
/
3
4
lirnart
32% -%
28% -/
1
4
Mary Kay Cosm.
101/4 -1
/
4 recently. Neither did the
Briggs & Stratton
London bookmakers,
Chrysler
28% .%
J.C. Penney
.
50% •%
1
4
Dollar Gen. Store
Permian
38 -Ye who had given her odds
203/4 -/
Quaker Oats
.67% -1% of 20 to 1.
Dupont
49% -1/4
Ford
Sears
...
251/4 -44
42% -%
G.A.F.
Stuart Hall
4% •1
/
4
23/
1
4 lime
73% -%
Texaco
General Motors
/
4
35% -1
38% uric
GenCorp, Inc.
37 -%
U.S. Tobacco
Goodrich
28% .44
Wal-Mart
/
4
43% -1
27 -44
Wendy's
19% *me
Goodyear
Home Health
A.L. Wfl
11 •/
1
4
7
Care America
C.E.F. Mid
10.98
Frosty Acres Roby

Says
-Place ain't fancy
but sho is good food"

COPPELL, Texas
(AP) — Former Miss
World Mariasela
Alvarez Lebron has
switched from changing
clothes and planes as an
international beauty
queen to changing her
baby's diapers as a
suburban housewife,
and it's a change that
suits her for now, she
says.

TJ's Bar-B-14 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Sales Persons.New
New Business Seeking
Sales Persons
$20,000-$35,000 Realistic
Ground Floor Opportunity
And We Train
Part-Time or Full Time

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

gentlemen," Womble
said.
The settlement would
"probably be worked
out this week," he said.
Meanwhile, Williams
and the band members
returned home in
another bus or by plane,
Womble said.

Interviewing at the
Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray
9:00 A.M. Mon. Sept. 10

GARDEN TIME AGAIN
14 Pound Box

-%

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS

Limas

of 100°. Pure

Ground Beef

"
20 Lb. $18

MUTUAL FUNDS

Quarter Pound Patties

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Ford Hook

Limas

20 Lb.

$2389

$ 1 946

WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE!
Have you ever thought about what it means to be Catholic?
Have you ever thought about how one becomes Catholic?
Have you ever thought about why be a Catholic?
Hove you drifted away from the Church and thought about
coming home?
Have you thought about reviewing and renewing your
Catholic Faith?

Speckled 20 Lb. Box

Butter Beans 9769
Frosty Acres Purple Hull

Peas...

20 Lb. Box $1689

Choice
Ribeyes
$199
Lb.

1979 Buick Riveria
Gold, Loaded
6877

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

CATHOLIC
INFORMATION CLASSES

Choice Sides of Beef $

Every Tuesday at 7:00 PM
In St. Loo's Church
Beginning Sept. 11 to Easter

Cut, Wrapped a Frozen

225 To 300 lb.

During this series we will examine the 12 articles of Faith found
in the Apostles Creed; we will take a positive look at what
the* i ô Commandments mean to us today; we will challenge
our lives with the Beatitudes; we will review the sacramental system and become familiar with the experience and grace
Everyone is welcome to attend
There is no obligation in coming.
Fr. Louis F. Piskula, Pastor, will lecture and entertain questions.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat •—

GIBSON HAM CO.

e

CIO

Lb

We Accept
7 s.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
Food Stamps
7 s.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

present in all 7 Sacraments
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